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Lu · cu · bra · tion

1. laborious work, study, thought, etc., especially at night.
2. the result of such activity, as a learned speech or dissertation.

(Source: dictionary.com)



Kurzfassung

Dokumenten-Layout-Analyse beschäftigt sich mit der Segmentierung von Dokumen-
tenseiten in homogene Bereiche, wie zum Beispiel in Textregionen, Bilder und Gra-
fiken. Einerseits ist die Segmentierung der erste Schritt im Prozess des maschinellen
Verstehens des Inhalts eines Dokumentes, andererseits ist sie auch ein wichtiger Vor-
verarbeitungsschritt für die automatische Zeichenerkennung (Optical Character Reco-
gnition - OCR), da sie die Seite in sogenannte Regions Of Interest (ROI) aufteilt, auf
welche weiterverarbeitende Algorithmen selektiv angewendet werden können.

Der in dieser Arbeit vorgestellte Ansatz ist von einer vorherigen Binarisierung des
Manuskriptes unabhängig, da die Layoutelemente aufgrund ihrer lokalen, strukturellen
Ähnlichkeiten identifiziert und lokalisiert werden. Die Evaluierung der Methode erfolgt
unter Zuhilfenahme einer Handschrift aus dem 11. Jahrhundert, die im Jahr 1975 Teil
eines Fundes von Glagolitischen Handschriften im St. Katharinen Kloster am Berg Sinai
in Ägypten war. Die Handschrift wurde im Rahmen des FWF-Projektes mit dem Namen
“The Sinaitic Glagolitic Sacramentary (Euchologium) Fragments” digitalisiert und ist
in Glagolica, dem ältesten bekannten, slawischen Alphabet verfasst.

Geisteswissenschaftler sind in der Lage, den raumzeitlichen Ursprung eines Manu-
skriptes aufgrund dessen Layouts, Schriftbildes und darin enthaltenen dekorativen Ele-
menten zu bestimmen. Auf Grund dieser Metadaten ist auch die Authentifizierung und
Indizierung eines Dokumentes möglich. Die Layoutelemente, die in der vorliegenden
Arbeit berücksichtigt werden, sind Lauftext, verzierte Initialen, einfache Initialen und
Überschriften.

Die vorgestellte Methode basiert auf der einzelteilbasierten Erkennung von Layout-
elementen. Strukturen wie zum Beispiel Bögen, Kreise und Strichenden definieren Seg-
mente von Layoutelementen, die mittels lokaler Gradienten beschrieben werden kön-
nen. Für diese lokale Zerlegung in Segmente wird die aus dem Feld der Objekterken-
nung bekannte “Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)“ Methode verwendet, mithilfe
derer Deskriptoren an den Positionen von gefundenen Interest Points berechnet werden.
Diese Deskriptoren beschreiben die lokalen Strukturen der Layoutelemente unabhängig
von der Größe der berücksichtigten Umgebung, der Rotation sowie der Beleuchtung.
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Eine Binarisierung der Seite als Vorverarbeitung ist nicht notwendig, die vorgestell-
te Methode kann direkt auf das Graustufenbild der Handschrift angewendet werden.
Die Vermeidung der Binarisierung sowie die gewählte lokale Methode machen den
vorgestellten Ansatz robust gegenüber Layout, Schreibrichtung, Hintergrundstörungen,
Bildrauschen und Variationen in der Beleuchtung. Damit eignet sich die vorgeschlagene
Methode hervorragend für alte Handschriften, die variierende Layouts und Spuren von
Verwitterung und Zerfall aufweisen können.

Die Position und Ausdehnung eines vollständigen Layoutelements kann jedoch nicht
direkt von den Positionen der gefundenen Interest Points abgeleitet werden. Daher wird
ein Lokalisierungsalgorithmus benötigt, der die Interest Points entsprechend ihrer Ska-
lierung zu einem zusammengehörigen Objekt zusammenführt. Dazu wird ein kaskaden-
artiger Algorithmus, der sukzessive ungeeignete Interest Points verwirft und geeignete
Interest Points zu Bereichen, die Layoutelemente umschließen vereinigt, vorgeschlagen.

Eine ausführliche Evaluierung der vorgeschlagenen Methode beweist die erfolgrei-
che Einsetzbarkeit bei der Segmentierung von Lauftext in alten Handschriften. Die Er-
kennungsrate für dekorative Elemente ist zwar etwas geringer als jene für Lauftext, führt
jedoch zu vielversprechenden Resultaten.
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Abstract

Layout analysis is the first step in the process of document understanding; it identi-
fies regions of interest and hence, serves as input for other algorithms such as Optical
Character Recognition (OCR). A binarization-free layout analysis method for ancient
manuscripts is proposed, which identifies and localizes layout entities exploiting their
structural similarities on a local level.

The dataset, the method is evaluated on, is an ancient manuscript originating from
the 11th century, discovered at St. Catherine’s monastery on Mt. Sinai, Egypt, in 1975
and digitized in the course of The Sinaitic Glagolitic Sacramentary (Euchologium)
Fragments Project. It is written Glagolica, the oldest known Slavonic alphabet.

The document layout computed allows scholars to establish the spatio-temporal ori-
gin, authenticate, or index a document. The layout entities considered in this approach
include body text, embellished initials, plain initials and headings. These textual ele-
ments are disassembled into segments, and a part-based detection is done which em-
ploys local gradient features known from the field of object recognition, the Scale In-
variant Feature Transform (SIFT).

These features describe the structures in a scale-, rotation- and illumination invariant
manner. Hence, this approach does not rely on a binarization step but is directly applied
to the gray scale image, and furthermore it is robust to variations in shape, illumination,
writing orientation and (background) noise. Thus, it is suitable for ancient handwritten
documents with varying layouts and degradation effects.

As the whole entity cannot directly be inferred from the mere positions of the interest
points, a localization algorithm is needed that expands the interest points according to
their scales and the classification score to regions that encapsulate the whole entity.
Hence, a cascading algorithm is proposed that successively rejects weak candidates
applying voting schemes.

The evaluation shows that the method is able to locate main body text in ancient
manuscripts. The detection rate of decorative entities is not as high as for main body
text but already yields to promising results.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

Document layout analysis is referred to the segmentation of a page into homogeneous
regions consisting of layout entities belonging to the same class [113]. Figure 1.1 shows
the segmentation of a modern machine-printed document into layout entities. The term
layout entity is used for written objects or embellishments in a document. Examples are
text areas (Figure 1.1 b,e,g,h), page numbers (Figure 1.1 f), headings (Figure 1.1 a,c),
initials (Figure 1.1 d) or images (Figure 1.1 i).

Layout analysis is a topic widely addressed in literature (see Chapter 2), especially
for machine printed documents. This thesis presents a method for analyzing the layout
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Figure 1.1: The concept of document layout analysis.
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Figure 1.2: The concept of document layout analysis applied to the dataset regarded in this
thesis.

of ancient manuscripts containing decorative entities – such as initials and headings –
and main body text. Figure 1.2 illustrates the decomposition of a page into its respective
layout entities for the dataset regarded in the thesis. The layout entities considered are
initials (Figure 1.2 a-e), the main body text (Figure 1.2 f,i) and headings (Figure 1.2
g,h).

Layout analysis of ancient manuscripts induces specific challenges not present in
modern machine-printed documents and historical documents from the hand-press pe-
riod [4, 8, 23] (see Section 1.3). To meet these challenges, a binarization-free layout
analysis method is introduced which identifies and localizes layout entities exploiting
their structural similarities on a local level. Hence, the textual entities are disassembled
into segments employing interest points. The structures of these segments are then de-
scribed using local gradient features, leading to a part-based detection. Figure 1.3 gives
an illustration of a layout entity (an embellished initial) disassembled into circular parts
which represent its local structures. A set of overlapping parts describe the entity.

The approach introduced in this thesis is developed for a manuscript dating from the
11th century which is part of a finding of 42 codices in St. Catherine’s Monastery in
the year 1975. The monastery is located on the foot of the Mount Sinai in Egypt and
is the oldest continuous existing Christian monastery. The manuscript collection of St.
Catherine’s Monastery consists of more than 3,000 codices and hundreds of book-scrolls
originating in the 4th century onward [96]. Section 1.3.1 will give further information
about the manuscript.
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of disassembling an entity into its local structures.

This thesis was developed within the project The Sinaitic Glagolitic Sacramentary
(Euchologium) Fragments, an interdisciplinary project of computer science, material
analysis and philology. Three codices were digitized in the course of the project in 2007
by means of multi-spectral imaging.

This chapter will first give the motivation for the thesis and will state the relevance of
the topic of layout analysis of documents and especially ancient manuscripts. The next
two sections will outline the scope of discussion and the objective of the thesis, followed
by a section pointing out the main contribution of this thesis. Definitions of frequently
used terms will be given in Section 1.2. The specifics and characteristics of ancient
manuscripts and their implications on processing are described in Section 1.3, including
description of the datasets regarded in this thesis. An overview of the methodology is
provided in the subsequent section. Results will be summarized in Section 1.5, and an
outline of the thesis completes this chapter.

1.1 Motivation
Analyzing the layout of manuscripts has two major areas of application: first, infor-
mation about the layout can be employed for further processing, and second, scholars
studying ancient manuscripts are supported in their studies with additional information
and tools.
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Figure 1.4: Sample output for Diem’s [38] OCR system for ancient handwritten text (Figure
taken from [38]).

Layout analysis is the first step in the process of document understanding; it identi-
fies and localizes regions of interest within document pages. Hence, it serves as input for
further processing as the algorithms can be selectively applied to these regions instead
of treating the whole document page. Optical Character Recognition (OCR) systems
recognize and retrieve the actual character which correlates to the character written in
the manuscript by selected areas to be analyzed. A binarization-free OCR-system is
proposed by Diem [38]. In Figure 1.4, a sample output for an OCR system for ancient
manuscripts is shown, with an image patch taken from a Glagolitic manuscript (left). On
the right, the characters are annotated with their respective ASCII equivalent, correctly
recognized characters are indicated by green, falsely recognized ones by red blobs.

Proposing an approach relying on local structures – and hence, parts of characters –
for identification and localization of textual objects, allows to construct a Multilingual
Optical Character Recognition (MOCR) system since different scripts can be distin-
guished by the method (see Section 2.4). A MOCR system takes texts of multiple
languages as input, however, it requires the identification of the scripts prior to pro-
cessing [116].

In addition to providing regions of interest for further processing, locations of the
regions segmented by layout analysis and their spatial relations can be used to determine
the sequence of text blocks and thus, the correct reading order [115].

Embellishments and ornamental letters detected by layout analysis can be extracted
and further processed by decomposition algorithms [34, 79, 135] aiming at determining
the letter represented by the respective initial (see Section 2.5).

Gaining structural information about the manuscript pages by examining the layout,
the manuscripts can be indexed and enhanced with meta data. The physical structure
– spatial relationships, the number, type and modality of layout entities, positions and
spatial extends –, the script, the scribe’s personal writing style, the contents, author au-
thentication and properties of the writing support may be exploited in order to generate
meta data for documents [83, 105, 115]. This allows for an electronically searchable
format of the document [115].
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However, indexing systems based on computer vision cannot completely replace
scholars studying these manuscripts, since expert knowledge is required, which is im-
possible to incorporate in an automated analysis system [83]. However, an automated
system is able to provide assistance to an expert user.

Since the thesis is embedded within an interdisciplinary project including philo-
logical and paleographical processing of the manuscripts, a major task is the support
of these studies with the means of computer vision and image processing. Philol-
ogy studies historical languages, including their relationships, structure, grammars and
historical evolution1 [104, 105]. Thus, the actual content of the manuscripts is the
basis their work builds upon. Paleography, on the other hand, is based on the lay-
out of manuscripts and their historical development. Tasks of paleographers include
dating historical manuscript and relate them geographically, reading, and decipher-
ing and interpreting texts and writing systems, and further the identifying the scribes2

[11, 88, 104, 105].

During their creation, manuscripts were edited by multiple hands. Additionally,
scribes – who predominantly were monks – traveled between monasteries, and thus,
manuscripts were hauled to different places whilst authoring. The work of scribes is
confined to the creation of the main body text, where spaces are left out for embellish-
ments. Ornamental letters and headings were added after writing by different scribes
or illustrators. Layout rules, scripts and writing styles evolve during time and thus, are
characteristic for each historical period and geographical localization [105].

Likforman et al. [88] point out that paleographic authentication of a manuscript ben-
efits from document analysis since it is based on the writer and layout characteristics
rather than on the content of a manuscript. Thus, the physical layout and the character-
istics of the layout entities themselves as well as “features extracted from blank spaces,
line orientations and fluctuations, word or character shapes” [88], inks used by the
scribes, the texture of the writing support, or annotations added at a later date allow
scholars to determine the temporal and geographical origin of a manuscript, and hence,
establish its history and provenance [83].

Characteristics of embellishments such as ornamental letters provide information
clues for spatio-temporal relating a document or parts of it as well as determining the
circumstances of its creation. Furthermore, due to the distinctive design of the embel-
lishments, the script, and the personal writing style, the scribe and the illustrator can
be identified in one and over various manuscripts. Thus, having identified the layout
entities of an entire manuscript with an automated process, scholars are enabled to re-

1"philology, n.". OED Online. March 2011. Oxford University Press. (accessed April 21, 2011).
http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/142464?redirectedFrom=philology

2"palaeography | paleography, n.". OED Online. March 2011. Oxford University Press. (accessed
April 21, 2011). http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/136180
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trieve and to directly work on them without the need of browsing through the document
images, searching and extracting the embellishments manually.

1.1.1 Objective
The aim of this thesis is the development of a layout analysis system for ancient manu-
scripts robust with respect to their characteristics as described in Section 1.3. The goal
is to split images of manuscript pages into homogeneous regions on pixel level in order
to obtain a physical layout structure. Hereby, main body text, headings and initials
are considered as layout entities to be extracted from document pages. The algorithm is
applied to images of manuscript pages and splits the document image into homogeneous
regions of interest, namely regions of the main body text, headings and initials.

The approach is developed to analyze the layout of an ancient Glagolitic manuscript
probably from the 11th century, which is further described in Section 1.3.1. Further-
more, two medieval manuscripts from the Austrian Stiftsbibliothek Klosterneuburg are
regarded (see Section 1.3.2).

Ancient manuscripts cannot be binarized in a satisfactory way since clutter, noise
and degradation traces may appear as foreground objects and faint ink vanish into the
background [4, 23]. The aim is to develop a method which is independent of a prior
binarization step but is directly applied to grayscale images and thus, more robust to
noise and clutter.

An important objective is the robustness of the method to variations in script and
writing style, since handwriting is subject to deviations e.g. in character shapes, skew,
size and shifts or fluctuations of the baseline. However, despite being robust to varia-
tions, the method has to be discriminative with respect to different scripts.

In contrast to medieval manuscripts, distinctive colors for embellishments are not
used in the ancient Glagolitic considered in this thesis. Thus, a method relying on
grayscale information, independent of color segmentation is to be developed.

Introducing an approach independent of binarization, and relying on a part-based
identification of layout entities, the localization of entire objects is an issue to solve.
Thus, a localization algorithm that infers the location and extend of an object based on
a set of parts is a further goal of this thesis.

1.1.2 Scope of Discussion
A system for layout analysis of ancient manuscript is introduced that is able to identify
and locate textual entities and embellishments in a document page image. The layout
entities considered in this thesis are headings, initials and main body text. Since the
regarded manuscripts do not contain images, drawings or ornamental frames, these are
not included in the study.
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Due to the structural similarities of their parts, decorative entities are assigned to a
single class (see Section 1.3.1 for more details on this topic). A further distinction of
decorative entities into their subclasses is not within the scope of this thesis. Features
used for the identification and localization of layout entities can be used for text line
segmentation within detected text blocks; however, this is not part of the thesis.

The analysis method proposed in this thesis leads to a physical structure of the
manuscript pages. A further processing of assigning a functional labeling to the layout
entities is not intended. In Section 2.1, physical and logical document layout structures
are further explained. However, the class membership of each entity provides a rough
categorization of the entities through segmenting the page by means of classification.

The images of the manuscript pages contain the page borders and surrounding areas
as well as parts of the opposite page. However, the determination of the page border is
beyond the scope of the approach. The processing area is manually restricted within the
page border. Existing page border detection methods are based on binarization of the
document image [123, 124, 129]

The method is additionally evaluated on two further manuscripts having different
characteristics (described in Section 1.3.2) in order to show the flexibility of the system.

Accurate object localization based on local features is an open issue in object recog-
nition [78,98]. The detection method for line drawings in book collections proposed by
Baluja and Covell in [9] does not include an approach for the exact localization of the
drawings. The cluster-center-based approach introduced in [38] for identifying the local
features belonging to one character groups the interest points, but does not provide an
accurate localization on pixel-level. Additionally, this method relies on characters hav-
ing approximately the same size, whereas initials and headings regarded in this thesis
may have an arbitrary spatial extend.

1.1.3 Contribution
Local features are developed for the use of object recognition, where an exact 1:1 match-
ing of the same object in different images is a major application [93]. In this thesis,
local features were studied for their application in document layout analysis of ancient
manuscripts. Thus, an established object recognition method is introduced in the field
of document image processing. Whereas in object recognition, similar objects are to be
found, the method introduced relies on similar local structures of objects that are com-
pletely different but have a set of shared characteristics. Rather than performing a direct
matching algorithm, or finding the same object – e.g. a horse, regardless if a Shetland
pony or a Shire horse –, a machine learning approach is employed to learn structures,
a specific script or a layout entity consists of – e.g. as an initial, a Glagolitic Y and p
may share common structures. As illustrated in the first row of Figure 1.5, these initials
have hatches. Examples for outlines at different scales shared between the four initials
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Figure 1.5: Structural similarities amongst initials (per row). Glagolitic p andY share hatches
(first row), in the second row, the Glagolitic characters share outlines.

are provided in the second row of Figure 1.5. It has to be pointed out that in case of the
B , the stroke width is different to the other examples when scaled to their size.

Hence, a new layout analysis concept is introduced where layout entities are consid-
ered as parts having similar structures. These structures are exploited in order to identify
objects having completely different shapes but sharing common structures.

This thesis introduces a localization algorithm for local features without the need for
binarization. While with binarization the localization is inherently given, an approach
to extend dedicated interest points to encapsulate a whole object is necessary for local
features.

1.2 Definition of Terms
This section provides definitions for terms and abbreviations frequently used in this
thesis. A complete list of abbreviations used in this thesis, however, is given in the List
of Acronyms 6.3 in the appendix.

Terms concerning the manuscripts and philological terms are explained in the following:

Cod. Sin. Slav. 3N see Psalter.

Embellishment Decorations of handwritten texts, ornamental patterns.
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Folio A sheet in a bound book, having a front page (recto) and a back page (verso).

Glagolica Glagolitic script/alphabet created by Konstantin Kyrill in 862 AD, today
named Church Slavonic [95]. It is based on the Greek script.

Glagolitic The oldest known Slavonic dialect.

Hand See Scribe.

Layout Entity A textual element such as a heading or a text block, or an embellishment
of the document like an initial. Entities may consist of one or more elements
(letters). The respective layout entities regarded in this thesis are described in
detail Section 1.3.

Palimpsest A manuscripts on parchment or papyrus, which was reused by erasing and
overwriting.

Personal Writing Style A scribe’s personal style of writing, the scribe-specific shap-
ing of characters. Different styles of writings possibly exist in one manuscript due
to different scribes.

Psalter Book of Psalms. In this thesis the term Psalter is used to refer to the Old
Church Slavonic Glagolitic Psalterium Demetrii Sinaitici.

Old Church Slavonic Glagolitic Psalterium Demetrii Sinaitici A Psalter – i.e. a manu-
script written in Glagolitic script from the 11th century, found at St. Catherine’s
Monastery on Mount Sinai, Egypt.

Scribe The writer or copyist of a manuscript, i.e. usually a person, e.g. a monk, who
copied a manuscript prior to the printing epoch.

Script While one script may have different writing styles, different scripts are referred
to as being distinctive system of writing, such as Glagolitic, Cyrillic, or Latin.

Writing Instrument A tool used to write the text, e.g. quill, pen, or brush.

Writing Style One script may have different writing styles, e.g. there exist two ma-
jor styles for the Glagolica: the Bulgarian or round Glagolica, and the Croat-
ian or square Glagolica. Figure 1.6 gives a comparison of two writing styles of
Glagolica.

Writing Support The material, a manuscript consists of, more precisely the material,
the text is inscribed on, e.g. parchment, papyrus, or paper.
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Figure 1.6: Comparison of two writing styles of the Glagolitic script

Abbreviations of the methods used in this thesis are given below:

DOG Difference-of-Gaussian An approximation of the Laplacian-of-Gaussians (LOG)
that is built by successive differentiation of image representations blurred with
Gaussian kernels having increasing values of their standard deviation [93]. Hence,
the Difference-of-Gaussian (DOG) can be considered as a set of band-pass filters
successively suppressing high-frequency structures and creating low-frequency
structures. This allows for extracting blob-like structures having different scales
matching the respective frequencies allowed to pass by the DOG. Thus, interest
points having a specified position and spatial range can be computed. The DOG
is described in detail in Section 3.1.4.

LOG Laplacian-of-Gaussians An image is convolved with a Gaussian kernel fol-
lowed by the computation of the Laplacian operator in x and y direction. A scale-
normalized LOG is generally used in order to be able to extract structures having
different scales.

SIFT Scale Invariant Feature Transform A local descriptor for characterizing image
regions previously extracted by an interest point detector such as the DOG in
a rotation invariant manner [93]. The descriptor is built of a three-dimensional
gradient histogram which is based on the location, orientation and magnitude of
gradients in the local area of an interest point. SIFT is detailed in Section 3.2.3.

SVM Support Vector Machine A supervised machine learning algorithm for solv-
ing a binary optimization problem. It is based on the Structural Risk Minimiza-
tion principle, where a generalized model is to be fitted to prior known dataset
such that guarantees the minimum true error. Hence, the Support Vector Ma-
chine (SVM) minimizes the overall risk, which results in a good generalization
performance [65].

1.3 Ancient Manuscripts
Through the centuries, ancient manuscripts decay by reason of inappropriate storing
conditions, on-purpose destruction, deterioration processes, mold and moisture [4, 74],
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and materials they consist of, such as parchment, papyrus or paper. This results in torn
pages and veined writing support having heterogeneous background intensity, artefacts
due to aging, smudges, and stains [10, 88].

Ancient manuscripts include disturbing elements such as holes in the writing sup-
port, spots and ink stains [88]. Further problems are faint ink and bleed-through, which
means ink seeping through from the other side of the folio, and resulting in writing
from the backside appearing on the front side. Pages suffer from scratches, crease and
are corrugated, on the one hand, due to characteristics of the writing support and, on
the other hand, by reason of being bound as a book [10, 74, 88]. Additionally, unequal
lighting during the digitization process and uneven writing support are challenges to
cope with [74, 88]. Further possible degradations of parchment are detailed in the work
of Fuchs [50].

Palimpsests are manuscripts on parchment or papyrus, where the text was erased and
overwritten with a new text. In case of parchment, the common procedure was to scrape
off the existent text to be able to reuse the writing support. For Papyrus, the procedure
was usually washing off the old ink. Writing support was reused since it was a scarce,
costly product. The most famous palimpsest is the Archimedes Palimpsest3 [139].

Pursuant to the type of manuscript – whether it has a rather unstructured layout with
loose guidelines such as free flowing text of a novel, or a layout having a physical-logical
structure like forms or letters –, different degrees of freedom need to be considered [4].
The following paragraphs describe layout variations more likely to occur in prevailingly
unstructured manuscripts like the dataset regarded in this thesis.

The physical structure of ancient manuscripts is harder to extract than this of printed
books since layout formatting rules of these manuscripts were looser and are not always
complied with [88]. Handwritten documents may include non-rectangular layout, irreg-
ularities in locations of layout entities, or multiple scripts [88, 115]. Text line spacing
of ancient handwritten documents varies between narrow spaced lines with overlapping
and touching components, and double spaced lines [88]. This variance in spacing may
even appear on a single page. Furthermore, these manuscripts contain interfering lines
running into each other, annotations added between lines or in the page margin as well
as non-constant spacing between characters [88]. Skewed text lines and blocks, shifts
and fluctuations of the baseline have to be considered. Additionally, historical docu-
ments contain layout entities “which are graphical in nature, although they represent
text” [111], such as embellished initials.

Historical manuscripts show variations in script and writing style. One reason is
the way, manuscripts were created – they were edited by multiple hands as described
in Section 1.1, because scribes had different tasks. A scribe is responsible for the main
body text, another one adds the embellishments, and a further scribe is engaged with

3http://www.archimedespalimpsest.org
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the headings. Another reason lies in the fact that manuscripts were moved during their
creation. Scripts and writing styles are spatio-temporally characteristic and thus, the
main body text is subject to changes in the hand or writing style [105]. Even the personal
writing style of a scribe is inconsistent and thus, subject to irregularities such as unusual
and variation of character shapes [88].

1.3.1 Old Church Slavonic Glagolitic Psalterium Demetrii Sinaitici
Having depicted the characteristics of ancient manuscripts in general, the specific chal-
lenges of the main dataset considered in this thesis will be described. The approach
introduced in this thesis is applied to an ancient manuscript probably from the 11th cen-
tury, the Old Church Slavonic Glagolitic Psalterium Demetrii Sinaitici, more precisely,
the Cod. Sin. Slav. 3N [96].

The Psalter is named after one of its early users, who added annotations to the main
text of the manuscript. It is the second oldest Slavonic Psalter manuscript and was part
of a finding of 42 manuscripts discovered at St. Catherine’s Monastery on the foot of
Mount Sinai in 1975 [96]. The manuscript is written in Glagolica, the oldest known
Slavonic alphabet. The writing support of the manuscript is parchment.

The Psalter consists of 145 folia, each of which has a front page (recto, r) and
a back page (verso, v). It comprises 151 psalms and secondary insertions [96]. The
Psalter was digitized in the course of the project The Sinaitic Glagolitic Sacramentary
(Euchologium) Fragments [96].

The manuscript has been studied in order to infer characteristics of the layout entities
which are invariant and can be exploited for layout analysis. In the following, the layout
entities considered in this thesis with their respective characteristics are provided:

Main Body Text The regular text building the continuous text consisting of the main
text excluding objects such as annotations, numerations, notes, initials, headings.
In the Psalter, it is organized in one column. The Glagolitic language and script
does not conflate characters to words and thus, the horizontal spaces between
characters are uniform.

Decorative Entities Characters not belonging to the main body text but having a dec-
orative meaning such as initials or headings.

Initial An initial character that is higher and/or broader than an average letter in the
main body text. It is located at the left side of the text body or within the main
body text and usually highlighted with a so-called yellow wash. Moreover, ini-
tials are optionally characterized by having outlines instead of single strokes. We
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distinguish between two types of initials according to their meaning and decora-
tions: embellished and plain initials. Subsequently, the term initial is used to refer
to both, embellished and plain initials.

Embellished Initial A large initial covering more than two lines. It is illuminated with
tendrils, bows and hatch, often with small dots in the middle of bows. The purpose
of embellished initials is to indicate a new section, respectively psalm, in the
text. Embellished initials may touch or overlap with other layout entities and
reach into the area of the main body text. The variability in the appearance of
initials denoting the same letter is high. Figure 1.11 gives two examples where
the same character is represented by initials having different shapes, decorations
and appearances.

Plain Initial An initial characterized by an aspect ratio different to those of the letters
in the main body text, which means that either the vertical or horizontal expansion
of the initial is larger. Additionally, the individual continuous strokes are longer
for plain initials than for characters in the text body. This results in a less compact
shape of the character. Besides, the characters of the main body text have curved
strokes whereas the initials are predominated by angular shapes. Depending on
the scribes personal writing style, however, plain initials located within the main
body text are frequently rather indicated by punctuation, a blank space larger than
the usual space between characters or a continuous horizontal wave-form stroke,
than by characteristics of the letter itself.

Heading Similar to initials, headings are usually highlighted with yellow wash and
written in outline type. They have – such as plain initials – a different aspect
ratio and mostly angular shapes. Furthermore, non-Glagolitic characters, such as
Cyrillic letters, are used for headings as well as Glagolica.

Figure 1.8 compares Glagolitic p and n in use as embellished initial, plain initial,
in headings and in the main body text. The initials and the heading characters share
characteristics as described before. These characteristics include outlines, elongated
strokes, or angular shapes.

In literature concerning document layout analysis, initial letters are not frequently
addressed as a class (see Chapter 2). However, there exist various methods for the analy-
sis of ornamental letters such as drop caps [70,79,83,111,114,135], refer to Section 2.5
for more detail on these works.

Initials regarded in this thesis are, however, different in their appearance to the drop
caps the cited authors engage in. A drop cap consists of a letter embedded in artwork,
such as a line drawing with crosshatch [135], and thus, the outer shape of the initial is
a geometrical shape such as a circle or square. In contrast to these drop caps, the shape
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Figure 1.7: Psalter – Initials denoting the same character.

of the initials regarded in this thesis correspond to their character’s shape, the artwork is
embedded in the character itself. The character itself is decoratively embellished with
the shape of the character varying dependent on the scribe. Figure 2.13 in Section 2.5
compares the drop caps described above and a typical initial of the Psalter regarded in
this thesis.

Figure 1.9 provides an overview of sample pages of the Psalter which incorporate
the specifics ancient manuscripts. In the following, the challenges and problems of the
manuscript are described by means of giving examples.

The writing supports of Folia 4v, 53r, 122r, and 139 are uneven. The lighting in
Folio 84v is not optimal, parts of the page are overexposed, and thus, lacking structure.
Demolition such as water stains, (4v), damage of the parchment (53r, 145r), hetero-
geneously textured background due to the characteristics of the writing support (100r,
145r), holes and cut outs (145r – a part of 144v is visible with a cut-out), as well as
variance in the shape of the page or missing parts (84v, 122r, 140r) can be seen from
the sample pages. Three-dimensional structures such as creases, folds, and wrinkles
introduce artificial texture in two-dimensional images. The ink is faded out in Folia
139r, 140r, and 145r. Folio 140r is palimpsested twice – the first text is visible in the
background of the whole page, the second text is visible in the top half of the page, and
where the second text layer is faint, a third text is on top.

Layout rules have not strictly been applied to the manuscript, e.g. the number of text
lines is prevailingly 24 (53r, 70r, 139r, 140r), however, its possible range more variant
even for the given sample pages: 18 (4v), 20 (145r), 25 (84v), 26 (122r), and 27 (100r).
The text body is not strictly rectangular; frequently, it is not horizontally aligned to the
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Figure 1.8: Comparison of p and a n in use as initials, in headings and in the main body text.

page, but skewed (139r, 14r, 145r), or follows the shape of the page (84v, 140r). The
margin between the layout entities and the page border is variable. In case of recto-
pages, the initials are close to or touch the bookbinding (122r, 145r); in one case, the
initial does not fit the page (4v).

In Folio 84v, plain initials within the text body – indicated by horizontal strokes or a
space in the text line – have the same appearance in terms of local structure as the main
body text. Plain initials usually located within the left margin of the text, are positioned
as first character in the text line (84v, lines: 1, 5, 6). Embellished initials reach into the
text body (100r, 122r).

The spacing between the text lines varies, even within one page (84v, 100r, 122r).
The manuscript further comprises lines that converge into each other (100r) and inser-
tions between two text lines at the end of the line (84v, 100r). Apart from skewed text
blocks, lines are skewed and have baseline fluctuations (53r, 70r) or appear fluctuating
due to three-dimensional distortion (4v, 70v, 122r). The text shows different character
sizes (compare 4v and 84v, 140r) and high variation in the main body text characters’
shapes (compare 4v, 70r, 140v, 145v).
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Folio 4v Folio 53r Folio 70r

Folio 84v Folio 100r Folio 122r

Folio 139r Folio 140r Folio  145r

Figure 1.9: Sample pages from the Psalter.
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1.3.2 Other Datasets
Additionally, the approach is applied to two medieval manuscripts from the Austrian
Stiftsbibliothek Klosterneuburg in order to test the generalization ability to different
scripts and layouts. The manuscripts under consideration are the following:

Codex Claustroneoburgensis 635 (Cod. 6354), a manuscript called Ordinarium Divini
Officii Secundum Consuetudienm Ecclesiae Collegiate Claustroneoburgensis; it
is originating from the 14th century [58]. Similar to the Psalter, the manuscript
consists of parchment. It comprises 120 folia written in Latin.

Codex Claustroneoburgensis 681 (Cod. 6815), a manuscript created in 1396 as a col-
lection of medical texts [17], where the main part (Folia 13r - 159r) comprises the
Liber medicinalis. It comprises 167 folia written in German and Latin language.
In contrast to the other two manuscripts, the writing support of this manuscript is
paper.

Cod. 635 and Cod. 681 are not as decayed as the Psalter. However, bleeding-through
ink, red colored text and staining are challenges of these documents. Both manuscripts
are written in Gothic type and have strict rectangular layouts. In the first manuscript,
the text is organized in one column whereas the second one has two columns. In Cod.
635, the text is justified to the left and right, whereas in Cod. 681, the text is justified
to the left, resulting in a rough text line profile on the right side of a column. The
manuscripts contain main body text and initials which are not decorated. The initials
are written in red or blue ink and consist of bold and narrow continuous strokes. The
initials are either in the left margin of the text body or embedded in the text body, which
means that the initial is situated within the margin and runs several lines deep into the
text. Furthermore, Cod. 681 contains headings which are written in red ink but are not
different in their local structure to the main body text.

The two manuscripts are inscribed in Western Europe calligraphic script. While in
the Glagolitic script the horizontal space between characters is uniform, the Latin script
distinguishes between words.

In contrast to the Psalter, the initials of the Latin manuscript are not richly embel-
lished, and thus, have less structures which can be exploited to detect them. The initials
of Cod. 635 are written in calligraphic style and mainly consist of long strokes which
change their thickness depending on the angle of the stroke. The initials are decorated
with serifs. Figure 1.10 shows the possible variation in the appearance of initials in Cod.
635. The initials are touching text areas.

4Permalink: http://manuscripta.at?ID=830
5Permalink: http://manuscripta.at?ID=885
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Figure 1.10: Cod. 635 – Initials denoting the same character.
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Figure 1.11: Cod. 681 – Initials denoting the same character.

The initials of Cod. 681 are similar to those of Cod. 635, however, have more vari-
ation in the stroke thickness. The initials are partly additionally decorated with dots
connected to the strokes. Contrary to the strict layout, there is a high variability of ac-
tual character shapes, analogous to the initials in the Psalter. Figure 1.11 provides two
examples for the variability in the appearance of initials in Cod. 681.
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Figure 1.12 provides an overview of sample pages of Cod. 635. In contrast to the
Psalter, the layout rules are strictly followed – the guide lines are still visible on the
pages – and the writing style is consistent apart from one page (117r). Ink is bleeding
through from the other side of the folia and stains are sprinkled over the pages. Initials
are not richly embellished when compared to the Psalter, but rather plain. However,
there exist a few embellishments in the text such as the head in Folia 83v and 100v, or
elongated character strokes as in the first text line of Folio 107r. Additional annotations
in the left margin of the text (33v, 100v) or on the bottom of the page (89v) can be
found. The main body text is written in black and red ink, initials are drawn with blue
and red ink. Headings cannot be found in the manuscript. The variance in the shape of
the initials (e.g. compare the letter D in Folio 107r) is not as high as for the Psalter.

Figure 1.13 shows sample pages of Cod. 681. Similar to Cod. 635, the layout rules
are complied with in this manuscript, annotations are added outside the text body (70v,
83v, 93v, 147v). The initials are not as decorated as in the Psalter; they are embedded
in the text body and frequently touch the characters of the main body text. Red ink is
used for the initials for the sentence above the initial.

1.4 Methodology
As Antonacopoulos and Downton [4] and Bulacu et al. [23] point out, traditional ap-
proaches for the analysis of modern printed documents impose weaknesses. Due to the
challenges of ancient manuscripts detailed in Section 1.3, binarization pre-processing –
as used in traditional document layout analysis – produces errors since it additionally
segments background clutter. This especially applies to document images having a low
dynamic range, which is the case if the ink is faded-out or the paper is stained and,
therefore, the contrast between characters and background diminish.

A binarization-free method for layout analysis independent of script and alphabet
is proposed that takes into account the specifics of ancient manuscripts. It is a part-
based method that detects and localizes layout entities based on their local structure.
They are decomposed in parts employing a state-of-the-art object recognition method
which identifies objects based on local features, namely SIFT. This allows detecting
handwritten characters having a high variability in their shape – depending on the scribe
and the time and place where it was written.

Thus, a method independent from the physical and logical layout of a manuscript
is introduced. This means, the method does not rely on a physical layout model, such
as constraints of potential locations of layout entities or spatial relationships between
them – e.g. in Glagolitic manuscripts headings are accompanied by embellished initials,
where the heading is located top and right of the embellished initial. Another example
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is the location of plain initials – usually they are located within the left margin of the
text, however, there are occurrences in the text, where spaces exist before the initial.

Especially in the case of embellished initials, the shape of the whole character is
variable; however, the characteristics of the embellishments are similar. Amongst these
are hatches and outlines. The layout entities considered in this thesis are:

Embellished Initials Decorated letters larger than the main body text, embedded in the
margin of the page or at the edge region of the main body text,

Plain Initials Letters having a vertically or horizontally elongated aspect ratio and a
more angular shape when compared to a character of the main body text.

Headings Characters similar to plain initials and additionally may be written in another
script such as Cyrillic script.

Main Body Text Letters are characterized by a compact, rounded shape.

Due to the structural similarities of embellished and plain initials and headings, these
entities are considered as one class and the main body text as a second class. Hence,
the writing style or script is used to differentiate between the roles of entities in the
document. Further layout entities not regarded in this thesis are Latin page numberings
added later and Glagolitic psalm numberings. The difference between main body text
and psalm numberings are horizontal lines above the characters, or circles around the
entire numbering.

The method introduced in this thesis consists of two consecutive steps, where the
first is the extraction and classification of features and the second employs a cascading
localization algorithm. Both tasks are based on interest points computed by means of
DOG.

Applying an interest point detector in a scale-invariant manner, the foreground of
a document is disassembled into segments, where every interest point represents a part
of a character or initial dependent on its scale. Please note that background artefacts
such as stains and clutter originating from the nature of the writing support, are detected
as foreground as well. However, these artefacts are rejected in the classification or
localization step.

Consecutively, a descriptor is calculated for every interest point. This leads to local
features describing these parts of characters, or – depending on their scale – even whole
characters or text lines. SIFT are chosen as features since they are invariant to scale
and rotation, which is an important aspect for ancient manuscripts, as the script size and
orientation may change. Furthermore, they are invariant to illumination changes, which
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allows for variations in the background intensity due to uneven or heterogeneously tex-
tured writing support, and changing intensity of the ink. The invariance to the 3D cam-
era viewpoint, SIFT incorporates, allows detecting the same character despite deforma-
tions owing to unevenness of the writing support or variations in the script.

The descriptors are then classified employing a kernel-based supervised machine
learning algorithm. A SVM is chosen as classifier to discriminate between two classes:
regular text of the main body on the one hand and layout entities having a decorative
meaning on the other hand. These entities include embellished initials, plain initials and
headings; they are grouped into one class as result of their local structure correspon-
dence as explained earlier.

A localization algorithm is then required to expand the interest points found into
regions which enclose the whole layout entity, as the entity cannot be directly inferred
from the positions of the interest points.

1.5 Evaluation and Results
The methodology introduced in this thesis is empirically evaluated by means of manu-
ally annotated real world data. The manuscripts and experiments are selected such that
the strengths and weaknesses of the method can be examined. The performance metrics
employed to measure the method’s accuracy, are precision and recall, and the weighted
mean of these two values, the F-score. The test set for each evaluation consists of 100
randomly selected pages of the manuscript. The test set is build up with image patches
containing entities of the respective classes.

The evaluation is done on pixel level for the final segmentation of the page into
regions of interest, and per interest point for the evaluation of the localization algorithm.

For the interpretation of the results for the pixel-level evaluation, it has to be con-
sidered that the ratio between main body text and decorative are employed as measure
metrics for the method’s accuracy entities is approximately 9:1. Hence, the performance
of the detection and localization of main body text has a higher influence on the entire
classification result than the performance for the decorative entity class.

For the Psalter, an F-score of 0.914 is reached for the both classes, with the main
body text being detected with an F-score of 0.930, and the decorative entities being
0.629. In case of Cod. 635, the F-score is 0.972, where the performance of the main
body text is as high as 0.978 and the F-score for the decorative entities is 0.735. The F-
score for Cod. 681 is 0.975, with 0.979 for the main body text and 0.677 for decorative
entities.

Reasons for the inferior performance of the decorative entities are e.g. the embel-
lished initials are detected and localized well if enough structural detail is present since
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a high density of interest points is being generated; however, single strokes and outlines
produce a low number of interest points. Further reasons are features not discriminative
enough from the main body text. Touching and overlapping class boundaries are an
additional problem.

Even though the layouts, scripts and general appearances of the manuscripts are
different, the result is comparable. Especially the performance of the Psalter, being
more degraded than the other documents, having stains, creases and traces of decaying,
has to be pointed out.

The localization algorithm is specifically important for the class of decorative enti-
ties. For strict layouts and text having a uniform appearance, the localization algorithm
for rejecting misclassified interest points has no major influence. However, for the class
of decorative entities, this step is crucial.

1.6 Outline of the Thesis
This chapter depicted the purpose and motivation of the thesis along with the description
of the datasets. The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 – State of the Art provides an overview of existing methods for document
layout analysis. Hereby, traditional approaches are summarized and it is outlined
why these methods are not applicable for historical documents. Then, methods
with regard to historical printed documents and ancient manuscripts are discussed.
A special focus is based on methods solving specific tasks in layout analysis, such
as the detection and the retrieval of decorative entities, or the differentiation of
fonts and writing styles with respect to layout analysis and script classification.

Chapter 3 – Methodology gives background information about existing methods em-
ployed in this thesis and related work. First, a summary of interest point detectors
based on different principles, such as corner or blob detection, is provided. The
interest point detector chosen is described in detail. Second, state-of-the-art local
descriptors are reviewed, with a focus on the adopted descriptor. The third sec-
tion of the chapter provides a comparison of potential classifiers and explains the
chosen method in detail.

Chapter 4 – Proposed Methodology introduces the approach for document layout anal-
ysis introduced in this thesis. The employed existing methods and necessary adap-
tations to these are explained and related to the entire layout analysis system. A
new localization algorithm is introduced which allows the derivation of classifi-
cation results on pixel level from local features represented by interest points and
their descriptors.
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Chapter 5 – Evaluation and Results presents the experiments based on three datasets.
First, the experiment setup is described and the performance metrics are intro-
duced. Then, the evaluations and analysis for each manuscript are given.

Chapter 6 – Conclusion concludes this thesis and gives an outlook to potential im-
provements and extensions of the proposed method.
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CHAPTER 2
State of the Art

This chapter reviews state-of-the-art methods for document layout analysis of histori-
cal manuscripts, and shows methods solving specific tasks in layout analysis, such as
the detection and the retrieval of embellishments such as ornamental letters, or text line
segmentation. A special focus is put on the analysis of ornamental letters and the iden-
tification of scripts.

First, an overview of traditional methods on document layout analysis applicable
to machine-printed documents is given. The majority of these methods consider docu-
ments having a white background, which allows for binarization as first background-
foreground segmentation step. Furthermore, they presume a document as having a
rectangular layout, which means the layout is constrained and consists of rectangular
non-overlapping (text-) blocks [115]. The documents regarded contain machine-printed
font where characters do not intersect – contrary to handwriting – and hence, single
characters can be segmented [115].

Then, selected methods developed for historical manuscripts and documents from
the hand-press period with a special focus on documents containing initials are summa-
rized. Hereby, binarization-based approaches and such not requiring binarization as a
pre-processing step, are included in the review.

Text line segmentation can be addressed as a part of document layout analysis. In
Section 2.3, methods for this purpose are surveyed with respect to ancient and historical
handwritten documents.

The method proposed in this thesis relies on a part-based detection and discrimi-
nation of scripts and embellishments where the difference in writing styles and scripts
is exploited to identify the layout elements. Thus, Section 2.4 summarizes approaches
concerning the differentiation of scripts and fonts, where the emphasis is not the identi-
fication of the hand/scribe but the indexing of documents or the analysis of the layout.
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Subsequently, methods processing initials – especially drop caps embedded in art
work – are presented. Goals include the indexation of drop cap images and the recogni-
tion of the letter it represents.

2.1 Traditional Document Layout Analysis
In literature, methods in document layout analysis are categorized into three major
classes: bottom-up, top-down and hybrid methods [18, 94, 115, 132]. In the following,
these categories are described according to the literature.

Top-Down (model-driven [115] or knowledge based [132]) approaches use knowledge
about the expected document layout and are initiated with the whole document
image. The document image is iteratively split into major- and sub-regions spec-
ified by the document model. As prior knowledge about the structure of the doc-
ument is required, the scope of application is either restricted to a limited set of
similar documents or needs a complex architecture.

Bottom-up (data-driven [115, 132] or element aggregation [115]) methods imply no
expectation about the nature of the document. They start from the image pix-
els and progressively group these to structures such as words, lines, and zones.
Examples are texture-based approaches [69, 85], morphological filtering [87] or
Connected Component (CC)-based methods [73, 115, 138].

Hybrid algorithms can be regarded as a combination of top-down and bottom-up ap-
proaches, they take advantage of both methods.

Chen and Blostein [28] give a characterization of features used in document analysis.
They distinguish image features, structural features and textual features.

Image Features are global (of the whole image) or local (considering a region) de-
scriptors directly extracted from the document image or its binarization. They
describe e.g. texture, gradients, color or shape.

Structural Features are topological descriptions derived from the physical or logical
layout, describing the relationships of objects in a page.

Textual Features are obtained from OCR or directly from the document image

Tang et al. [131, 132] give a differentiation of document processing into two phases
or categories. Figure 2.1 illustrates the acquisition of knowledge of a document image,
where these two categories are sequentially applied to a document. First, the document
image is analyzed and the geometric or physical structure is extracted, then the logi-
cal structure is obtained by mapping the regions found in the geometric structure onto
logical labels. The approach introduced in this thesis is of the first category.
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Figure 2.1: Basic model for document image analysis (Figure inspired by [131])

In order to relate the method presented in this thesis to the categorizations described
above, the respective groups applying to this method are given. The layout analysis
method introduced is employed to ancient manuscript images resulting in a physical
structurization of the page. However, the proposed approach is capable to do a rough
labeling of the layout elements – such as decorative elements or textual regions – due to
the known classes. Concerning the categorization into bottom-up, top-down or hybrid
methods, the approach belongs to the data-driven or bottom-up approaches as it starts
from pixel level and incorporates no model about the document except for the classes
contained. And lastly, it is associated with Chen’s [28] class of image features on the
local level.

A literature overview of physical and logical structure document layout analysis is
done by Haralick [60] on modern machine-printed documents such as business letters
or scientific articles. Mao et al. [94] did a review on the same topic. Haralick [60] de-
scribes the physical or geometrical layout as the topology of homogeneous regions and
their spatial relation ships, whereas the logical page structure consists of labeling these
regions, sorting the text blocks conforming to the direction of writing or classifying the
type of page. The work done by Nagy [109] gives a detailed survey and evaluation
of 99 papers on layout analysis published prior to 2000. Okun et al. [112] survey 110
page segmentation algorithms which lead to a representation of the physical structure
of a document primarily from the 1990’s. The methods considered are developed for
structured articles, such as scientific papers, documents with unconstrained layout such
as advertisements, and as a third group, images such as maps, engineering drawings or
video frames. Chen and Blostein [28] give a survey on document image classification,
where the document classes of the examined works are mainly business letters, scientific
articles or forms, except one paper where books from the 19th century are considered.

A literature overview of layout analysis regarding historical documents is done by
Ramel et al. in [115], where they further analyze why classical (binarization-based)
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methods for layout analysis cannot directly be applied to historical printed documents.
They specify adaptions of these methods needed to apply them on theses documents.
An overview of texture-based document analysis methods is done by Okun and Pietikäi-
nen [113]. They divide approaches for document layout analysis just into two classes -
texture-based and non-texture based. The papers reviewed, however, presume with one
exception [30] that the background is white, not textured.

2.2 Document Layout Analysis for Historical
Manuscripts and Historical Printed Books

The datasets considered in methods surveyed before, however, are printed documents
rather than handwritten manuscripts. Though, as Antonacopoulos and Downton [4]
state, applying approaches developed for the analysis of modern machine-printed docu-
ments on historical manuscripts imposes problems, robust methods adapted to the spe-
cial challenges of these manuscripts are needed. In the following, selected related work
concerning ancient manuscripts and documents from the hand-press period is given,
with a focus on ornamental letters such as initials or drop caps.

Table 2.1 gives an overview of the methods surveyed in this section. For each
method it is given whether it relies on binarization of the document, the documents
under consideration are printed or handwritten and the respective kind of documents
and their age.

Le Bourgeois and Kaileh [83] propose a document analysis system that retrieves
meta data such as initials, illustrations, text regions or titles from ancient manuscript
images. Their goal is to assist researchers, historians and librarians who are not experts
in image analysis to analyze digitized medieval manuscripts and retrieve meta data from
these. Furthermore, the system should process a wide variety of types of manuscripts.
For this, the approach is based on a bottom-up segmentation step, where the images
are first binarized and then, binary features linked to shape (such as anisotropy, orien-
tation, contour or moments) and geometry (such as object size, thickness) as well as
color features from the original image are extracted for each connected component. The
components are then merged into more complex elements such as text or decoration.
Classification is done with supervised training using a k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) clas-
sifier. The approach is tested on 1361 pages of six Arabic and two Latin manuscripts.
Due to the lack of ground truth, a qualitative evaluation is given. Figure 2.2 gives results
of two Latin manuscripts containing two different text classes and initials.

Ramel et al. [115] present a user-driven layout analysis system for historical printed
books. They suggest a two-step method, that first creates a mapping of connected com-
ponents to a so-called shape map and a mapping for background areas. The result of
this first step is a list of segmented blocks. Then, this initial document representation is
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Table 2.1: Approaches for document layout analysis for historical manuscripts

Method Bin.a P./H.b Documents Considered Goals

[83] B H Medieval manuscripts (Ara-
bic, Latin)

Retrieval of initials, illustra-
tions, text regions or titles

[115] B P Renaissance historical
printed books from 14th to
17th century

User-driven layout analysis
system, classes considered
dependent on the use case

[69] N P Renaissance historical
printed books from 15th

and 16th century

indexation of historical
book collections, image
retrieval, classes considered
are text, non-text regions

[59] N H Renaissance manuscript
from the 15th century

Segmentation system,
classes considered are text,
decorations and images

[23] N H Handwritten index with
rigid layout from 1903

Identification of certain
parts of a form, text
extraction

[8] N H Medieval manuscripts Annotation tool for the gen-
eration of ground truth,
classes considered are text
regions, decoration, back-
ground, page background
and page border

[9] N P Book pages from all periods Indexation of images in
large-scale book collections

aDenotes whether the approach is binarization-based (B) or does not rely on binarization (N).
bDenotes whether the documents are printed (P) or handwritten (H).
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Figure 2.2: Results of meta data extraction of a manuscript containing initials (Figure taken
from [83])
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Figure 2.3: Examples of pages of historical books used as dataset used by [115] (Figure taken
from [115])

presented to users, who interactively build scenarios to label, merge or remove blocks
(e.g. ornamental letters, titles) according to their needs. These scenarios are stored for
each kind of document image and are then applied to all of the images of the respective
book. The dataset consists of pages from a Renaissance book, dating from the 14th to
the 17th century in Latin and French. An evaluation carried out on 1,452 images of
five books achieves the following discrimination results: all text blocks are correctly
detected, 99% of the ornamental letters and 90% of the principal titles are correctly
detected.

The authors of [67–69] introduce a system for the indexation of historical book
collections. They adopt a texture-based method for characterizing historical printed
documents from the 15th and 16th century for document image retrieval. Hereby, text,
graphical areas – such as drop caps – and background are identified by their distinct dis-
tribution of orientations and frequencies. Similar to [113], they assume that text areas
are regular periodic textures, since they consist of text lines following the same ori-
entation and the spacing between characters and lines remain approximately the same.
First, an unsupervised block classification is applied, then an user-driven indexation
and semantic labeling method is applied to these homogeneous areas. The method is
similar to the one proposed by Chetverikov [31], who introduced a polar transformed
Auto Correlation Function (ACF)-based approach, which leads to the same results as
the extended gray level difference histogram presented in [32], used to classify regions
in documents. Similar to Chetverikov’s method, Journet et al. use a polar transforma-
tion of the ACF applied to sliding windows passing over the document image. The ACF
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Figure 2.4: Example of the polar transformed ACF computed on different images (Figure taken
from [69])

correlates the image patch with itself and detects periodicities and orientations in the
signal. Figure 2.4 a) shows examples of polar transformations computed on different
images. Their system is independent of typography, character sizes and the layout of
the document but requires little variation in the text line alignment and the regularity of
the text blocks. Amongst other experiments, the authors test their approach on 100 drop
caps belonging to five different books, and obtain a correct classification rate of 90%.
In Figure 2.5, results obtained with the proposed approach are depicted. Differently
colored pixels on the right side give the class membership.

In their work [59], Grana et al. propose a segmentation system for historical manu-
scripts, which distinguishes handwritten text, (floral) decorations and images. The
method consists of two steps: first, an improved method using circular statistics as intro-
duced by Journet et al. [69] is used to separate text, background and images, and second,
visual descriptors for color and texture applied to sliding windows extract features for
each block to differentiate between decorations and images. The visual descriptors are
based on color histograms and a texture feature called Gradient Spatial Dependency
Matrix which is inspired by the Gray Level Co-occurence Matrix (GLCM) presented
by Haralick [61]. The method is evaluated on 320 pages of a Renaissance illuminated
manuscript from the 15th century. For text, their method provides a recall of 91.14%
with a precision of 88.4%. Depending on the combination of features used, the best
results for the differentiation of images and decorations is 57.61% to 87.31%. In Fig-
ure 2.6, an original page and two segmentation results - one for text an one for located
decorations and images are given. Note that the three pages shown are not the same.
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Figure 2.5: Results for the approach (Figure taken from [69])

In [23], Projection Profiles (PP) based on the number of transitions between ink and
writing support are used as the main analysis method for structured handwritten docu-
ments in combination with color filtering, contour tracing and run-length extraction. The
method is developed for the index of archive of the cabinet of the Dutch Queen from the
18th and 20th century, which contains forms of government interventions. The rigid lay-
out of the index is a table with fixed cell sizes which remained consistent throughout the
century. The goal of the method is to split the document images into rectangular areas
of interest containing the respective document elements. Figure 2.7 shows an example
result of the algorithm where a color scheme indicates the different regions detected.
For evaluation, the system is applied to images from the year 1903, the performance
is given in means of errors; the most relevant results with respect to the system pro-
posed in this thesis are given. Performance of handwritten text lines: 0.2% are missed
and 0.5% are over-detected while decision paragraphs are missed in 0.6% and have a
higher over-detection rate of 3.9%.

The authors of [8] introduce a semi-automatic annotation tool for the generation
of ground truth of layouts for medieval manuscripts. The tool consists of two steps,
where the first segments the page into text blocks and text lines and the second is an
interactive interface allowing the user to visualize, validate and annotate the results.
For the first step, the layout elements a page consists of are determined using Multi-
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Original page Located text Located decorations

Figure 2.6: Example results (Figure taken from [59])

Figure 2.7: Layout analysis result where different colors indicate the regions detected (Figure
taken from [23])

Layer Perceptron (MLP) that exploits color features. For this, the page is divided into
square image patches. Each patch is classified to one of the five following classes: Text,
decoration, background, page background and page border. Then, identified textual
regions are segmented into text blocks and lines employing a CC algorithm. The authors
do not difference between plain and highly decorated initials, and between regular text
and headlines. The ground truth generated is represented in XML format.

A SIFT-based image and line drawing detection system is proposed by Baluja and
Covell in [9]. They developed their approach for the indexation of these images in a
large-scale book-scanning system. The documents, the approach is applied to include
historical printed books, manuscripts, newsprint and modern printed books. The method
first extracts SIFT descriptors on the whole page and then classifies the descriptors using
multiple classifiers trained with AdaBoost. Whereas the descriptors corresponding to
the text class are dismissed, the descriptors for drawing and images and their interest
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Figure 2.8: Layout analysis result where different colors indicate the regions detected (Figure
taken from [23])

points are stored in a database. An open issue is the localization of the entire image,
as the interest points just denote dedicated positions and thus, have to be amplified to
cover the whole image or drawing. For evaluation, scanned pages from hundreds of
books where taken. The rate of correct classifications is 83.1% to 90% depending on
the classifier applied.

2.3 Text Line Segmentation
Text line segmentation divides a text block into separate lines of text. A special focus is
given on PP as they are commonly used in literature [5, 6, 10, 23, 125, 145].

Likforman et al. give a detailed survey about segmentation of text lines with respect
to historical documents in [88]. They divide the algorithms in two classes: one separates
two consecutive text lines using a line or path, and the second searches for aligned units,
such as prior segmented words. Amongst other methods, they review PP, smearing,
Hough-transform based and stochastic methods.

The work of Bulacu et al. [23] described in Section 2.2 is a text line segmentation
method based on the number of transitions between ink and writing support. One chal-
lenge of cursive handwriting are ascenders and descenders of the characters that may
overlap. Hence, applying straight cuts between text lines damages these characters.
Thus, they employ a method that follows the metaphor of a raindrop starting in the cen-
ter of the space between two text lines and follows the contours of the ascenders and
descenders back to the intended separation line. If such a detour is impossible due to
an ascender and a descender overlapping, it is cut through. The idea is illustrated in
Figure 2.8 left. On the right, an example result for text line segmentation is given.

Various authors [6, 145] adapted the global PP as described above such that skewed
text blocks, fluctuating, converging or merging text lines are segmented correctly. To
accomplish this, they split the document into non-overlapping vertical stripes and em-
ploy the PP piecewise, see Figure 2.9 b). Hence, an initial set of candidate lines are
obtained connecting the local minima of the PP of two consecutive stripes. Figure 2.9
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a) Document with segmented lines b) According LPP

c) Connected local minima

d) Text line ending

Figure 2.9: LPP (Figure taken from [6])

c) and d) show the connecting of the local minima, where in d) a text line ends. This
line set is further processed and segmented establishing a line model based on bi-variate
Gaussian densities. On Arivazhagan et.al.’s test set [6], which includes 720 documents
in English, Arabic and children’s handwriting, 97.31% of the text lines are segmented
correctly.

However, the LPP method leads to a staircase appearance as the locations of the
valleys are not directly connected but linked horizontally. Figure 2.9 shows this ef-
fect. Bar-Yosef et al. [10] extended this method to deal with any skew angle and to
adapt to the course of the text lines. They introduce an Oriented Local Projection Pro-
files (OLPP), following the hypothesis that the orientation of a text line changes grad-
ually, not abruptly. Hence, they employ the LPP incrementally following the text line
orientation estimated locally for each stripe. Two experiments are conducted on 30 de-
graded ancient Hebrew manuscript pages, where in the first, the algorithm is directly
applied and in the second, the images are rotated in different angles to test the robust-
ness of the approach. The evaluation is done by visual inspection. In both experiments,
98% of the text lines are correctly segmented.

2.4 Identification of Scripts for Indexation and Layout
Analysis

The approach introduced in this thesis distinguishes headlines and regular text based
on differences in the local structure of the characters. Thus, it is able to discriminate
between different fonts or scripts. This section reviews state-of-the-art methods to dif-
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Figure 2.10: Left: ancient manuscript, right: results of the OLPP segmentation (Figure taken
from [10])

ferentiate fonts and writing styles focusing on layout analysis and script classification
rather then scribe identification.

Abirami and Manjula [2] give a detailed review of script identification methods in
multi-script document images. Approaches aiming at script identification can be di-
vided into global, texture-based; local, and statistics-based classification methods. Lo-
cal methods operate on the text line, word or character level whereas global approaches
analyze regions such as text blocks or multiple text lines. They are further divided into
block level script identification, where one whole page is considered to consist of a sin-
gle script, and into word level script identification, where one page may contain multiple
scripts and the classification is performed per word, and line-based script identification
for local methods only. Global methods include GLCM, Gabor Filters or Wavelet Trans-
forms. Local methods employ upward concavities, token-based approaches, topological
and stroke-based features or morphological reconstruction amongst others. A further
discrimination can be done into binarization-based and binarization-free approaches,
just as in layout analysis. When depending on binarization, the performance of the
script identification is linked to the effectiveness of the segmentation algorithm. The
first two methods described depend on a binarization step while the third is applied to
gray-level images. Table 2.2 gives an overview of the methods reviewed in this section.

Rashid et al. describe a binarization-based system to distinguish multiple scripts in
ancient document images [116]. The dataset used are 19 manuscripts containing Greek
and Latin scripts, where 12 are used for training and evaluation and seven as test set.
They employ convolutional Neural Networks (NN) as discriminative learning model
which works directly on CC. This implies the advantage that no prior layout analysis
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Table 2.2: Approaches for the identification of writing styles

Method Bin.a P./H.b Block/Wordc Documents Considered

[116] B P W Ancient manuscripts consisting of Greek
and Latin scripts

[72] B H B Latin medieval manuscripts of 15 different
scripts, 13th – 16th century, and seven Ara-
bic styles

[105] N H B Latin medieval manuscripts of 15 different
scripts, 13th – 16th century, and seven Ara-
bic styles

aDefines whether the approach is binarization-based (b) or does not rely on binarization (n).
bDenotes whether the documents are printed or handwritten.
cDenotes whether the the analysis is done on block level or word level.

is required. The training of the NN is performed for each CC using a back propagation
algorithm. They achieve an accuracy of 97.58% for Latin script and 96.4% for Greek
script on CC level for their test set. In Figure 2.11, results for a Greek-Latin composite
script are given, where the different scripts are encoded in colors.

In their paper [72], Khelifi et al. present an unsupervised extraction and categoriza-
tion method for text regions using fractal descriptors, where similar text regions are
identified by their fonts. The purpose are indexation and categorization of documents.
The approach is applied to maps and to ancient manuscripts. Similar to [69, 83], their
system depends on user interaction; here, Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) is
implemented. After the text extraction – where the text is separated from background
by means of color segmentation and connected components – fractal features are com-
puted. Analogous to the approach proposed in this thesis, the authors presume that the
font is a key characteristic differentiating between regular text, headlines, and decorative
elements in ancient manuscripts and maps. The manuscripts considered are the same
as in [105]. The authors give no quantitative evaluation of their approach. Figure 2.12
shows results obtained by the approach of Khelifi et.al., where the scripts are encoded
with differently colored bounding boxes.

Moalla et al. [104, 105] introduce an approach for the automatic differentiation of
medieval manuscripts texts based on the writing styles. The goal is to assist historians in
establishing the spatio-temporal origin and the classification of manuscripts. However,
the aim is not the recognition of writing styles but a query by example CBIR system.
They adopt Spatial Gray-Level Dependence, which gives the co-occurrence to calculate
the writing variations, and extract Haralick features to reduce the number of features.
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Original image CNN output Final output

Figure 2.11: Results for a Greek-Latin multi-script, where red represents Latin and green rep-
resents Greek script. In the final output, single characters incorrectly labeled in
another class than their surrounding are labeled with the correct class. (Figure
taken from [116])

The method is applied to 15 Latin medieval text styles from the 13th until the 16th

century and seven Arabic styles. Their evaluation show a positive identification rate of
59% to 81% for Medieval Latin and reaches up to 100% for Arabic scripts.

2.5 Ornamental letters / Initials / Drop Caps
Related work concerning ornamental letters such as initials and drop caps, is mainly
developed for graphical drop caps. Drop caps are initial letters at the beginning of a
paragraph or chapter, which are larger than the regular text and are decorative embel-
lishments of the document [79, 114]; they are usually embedded in the text or in the
margin of the page. In contrast to the initials addressed in this thesis – which are char-
acterized in Section 1.3 – in the graphical drop caps the following works regard, the
respective letter is embedded in artwork. Figure 2.13 gives a comparison of the drop
caps considered in the majority of the papers reviewed and a typical initial of the Old
Church Slavonic Glagolitic Psalterium Demetrii Sinaitici regarded in this thesis.

The work of Bourgeois and Kaileh [83] surveyed in Section 2.2 proposes a document
analysis system where initial letters are regarded. These initials are no drop caps like
just described, they are not nested in artwork but the letter itself is decorated.

The following papers do not concern the extraction of the ornamental letters from
the document page but the further processing. The first paper suggests an automatic
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Original  image Segmented image

Figure 2.12: Results for a manuscript, where the different colors encode three different script
classes (Figure taken from [72])

Figure 2.13: Left: Renaissance graphical drop cap such as regarded in [34,79,114,135] (Figure
taken from [137], page 3), Right: Glagolitic decorative initial from Old Church
Slavonic Glagolitic Psalterium Demetrii Sinaitici, Folio 18r

retrieval system whereas the further papers propose a method to determine the letter
nested in the drop cap. The approaches are applied to ancient documents of the hand-
press period.

Pareti et al. [114] present an automatic retrieval system for graphical drop caps
which was developed in the course of the MADONNE project [111]. The authors in-
vestigate methodologies of document image analysis in order to create an approach for
the classification and indexing of drop caps, examples for different styles are given in
Figure 2.14. They combine different signatures based on e.g. Zipf Law and topological
features using interest points based on Harris detectors. For the locations of interest
points, a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) is calculated to represent the topology of the
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Table 2.3: Approaches for the identification of writing styles

Method Decorations Considered Goal

[114] Drop caps from Renaissance CBIR for drop caps

[34] Drop caps from Renaissance Recognition of the letter represented
by the drop cap

[135] Drop caps from Renaissance Indexing drop cap images

[79] Drop caps from Renaissance Recognition of the letter represented
by the drop cap

[20] Ornaments, 16th – 18th century CBIR for fleuron ornament images

[29] Heraldic, 16th – 18th century CBIR for emblem images

[13] Drop caps, 16th – 18th century CBIR for drop caps

[36] Drop caps, 16th – 18th century CBIR for drop caps

drop cap which is combined with a Pairwise Geometric Attribute (PGA) that gives the
relationship of each pair of CC employing distance and orientation. They present a
method to automatically extract a subset of features which best suit the application. The
approach is applied to a database consisting of 200 images of drop caps from the Re-
naissance using a k-NN classifier. The evaluation is carried out for the Zipf Law and
the MST signature. Depending on different styles of the drop caps, a recognition rate
of 97% to 100% is achieved when a neighborhood of five is considered. The evalua-
tion of the MST and PGA leads to an accuracy of 94% when the signatures are optimal
combined.

In [34], the authors attempt a similar approach, where they first decompose the drop
cap image into several layers applying the method developed by Dubois et al. [40], then
segment the layers using a Zipf Law and select CCs based on the size, the position of
the center of mass and the distance to the edges of the drop cap. The letter is most likely
located in the center of the drop cap and one of the largest CCs. Figure 2.15 illustrates
three example drop caps in the first row, the results of the Zipf Law decomposition in
the second, and the final extracted letter in the last row. The experiments are carried out
on a database of 4,500 images, where 1,500 are used as training set and the remaining
as test set. To evaluate the letter extraction, two commercial OCR systems are applied,
where the recognition rate of FineReader is as much as 72.8% and Tesseract achieves a
recognition rate of 67.9%.

The work of Coustaty et al. [34] just reviewed is inspired by the paper of Uttama
et al. [135], who segment drop caps with a top-down approach which is applied in
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Style 1 Style 2 Style 3

Figure 2.14: Style samples for drop caps (Figure taken from [114])

a global and a local analysis. The first aims at characterizing the areas into texture
and uniform zones, where it is presumed that the letter is mostly uniform, whereas the
background is textured. The local analysis is then used to group the texture zones based
on their similarity or entropy. The aim of the method is to index the drop cap images.
The authors give experimental results, but no quantitative evaluation of their approach.

In [79], Landré et al. focus on the segmentation and recognition of previously ex-
tracted ornamental letter images from ancient books of the hand-press period. These
ornamental letters consist of a character and background decorations. The goal is to
determine the character, the ornamental letter image represents. First, the image is
segmented to filter decorations using a multi-resolution analysis. Then, the image is bi-
narized and reconstructed using morphological operations to extract the letter. In order
to determine the actual letter represented by the drop cap, the extracted letter shape is
then compared with a dictionary of capital letters using a distance defined by the Local
Dissimilarity Map (LDM). The evaluation is accomplished on two datasets, where the
first contains 60 images of a subset of six capital letters and achieves a recognition rate
of 89.4%, whereas the second dataset consisting of 823 images of all capital letters con-
sidered leads to an accuracy of 62.7%. Figure 2.16 gives good and poor segmentations
of drop caps by the method proposed by Landré.

Baudrier et al. [12] give an overview of CBIR systems for ornaments, such as drop
caps and trademarks from the hand-press period, see Figure 2.17. They name five
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Figure 2.15: Drop caps and their extracted letters [34]

databases consisting of ornaments from the 16th to the 18th century and compare four
algorithms for the retrieval of ornamental images, namely a retrieval system employed
for fleuron ornament images using orientation signatures [20]. The second method [29]
is a retrieval system for emblem images which determines the similarity of the images
based on Harris interest points and local features consisting of Zernike moments. The
authors of [13] abstain from feature extraction but directly compare images on the pixel
level using a multi-resolution approach. A local measure is applied which produces a
local-dissimilarity map. The last method [36] compared, relies on a compression tech-
nique, the Region Of Interest (ROI) and is employed to binarized images. A distance
based on similarity of the ROI representation is used to compare two images of orna-
mental letters. A visual comparison of the results gained by the reviewed methods is
given in the paper.

Whereas the method of [36] relies on binary images, Campana and Keogh [25]
propose a distance measure for textures based on state-of-the-art video compression,
where the distance is computed analyzing the compression ratios of two images. They
apply their approach on various datasets available, such as a heraldic shields from the
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a) Good segmentation results b) Poor segmentation results

Figure 2.16: Drop caps and their extracted letters, where a) gives good, and b) poor segmenta-
tions of the contained letters (Figure taken from [79])

Initial Trademark Heraldry

Figure 2.17: Examples for decorative elements in ancient manuscripts considered in [12] (Fig-
ure taken from [12])

14th to 16th century, the Brodatz Textures, the VisTex or the UIUCText. Depending on
the dataset considered, they achieve an accuracy of up to 96.3% when a one-nearest-
neighbor classifier is used. The methods outperforms Gabor Filters and Textons on nine
of 15 datasets.

2.6 Conclusion
In contrast to classical document analysis methods surveyed and altered by [115] for the
purpose of applying it to historical printed books, these methods cannot be applied to
the manuscripts considered in this thesis. First, the documents considered in this study
were printed books not having the difficulties of handwritten documents enumerated in
Section 1.3. Second, the documents are degraded, hence the ink is partially faded out
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and the background imposes difficulties to binarization approaches. Due to these rea-
sons, approaches developed for historical printed documents which require a rectangular
layout or rely on binarization are suitable for ancient handwritten documents.

As Ogier and Tombre state [111], analyzing ancient handwritten manuscripts “leads
to specific questions which are far away from usual handwriting recognition analysis as
addressed in postal or banking applications, for instance” [111]. In the processing of
recent handwritten documents, the goal is the recognition of the handwritten characters,
whereas for manuscripts which form part of the cultural heritage, the primary aim is to
identify scripts or characterize and identify scribes e.g. in order to relate the document
to a spatio-temporal origin.

Ramel et al. [115] emphasize why texture-based methods, such as Gabor filters or
wavelets are not perfectly suited for the analysis of ancient manuscripts. They state,
that due to their proximity, distinct regions – such as text areas and initials – might be
incorrectly merged. Furthermore, obtaining precise contours of the layout elements, is
a non-trivial task with texture-based approaches. [113] and [115] agree about the time-
complexity of approaches analyzing the texture of a document.

Methods adapted to constrained handwritten layouts such as the PP proposed by
[23], would fail as method to analyse the layout in the presence of background clutter,
additional layout elements and the challenges of unstructured handwritten layouts such
as super-imposing of layout elements, vertical proximity of text lines and fluctuating
text lines as existent in the Psalter.

Compared to the methods identifying scripts presented in Section 2.4, the variance in
the writing style of the Glagolitic manuscript considered in this thesis is higher. Since
the aim of this thesis is not the identification of different writing styles or hands, the
method has to be tolerant to a higher variation of character shapes.

Some methods, such as the one introduced by Bourgeois et al. [83], exploit color
features to segment a document. As stated in Section 1.3, headlines and initials are
frequently highlighted with a yellow wash in the Glagolitic manuscript, however, the
difference in the color value is not significant enough to detect these decorative elements
based on color segmentation.

Thus, a method that is robust to before mentioned challenges of ancient manuscripts
and additionally takes into account the characteristics of the layout elements is proposed
in this thesis. Considering these layout elements as objects having intra-class similari-
ties at the local level, an approach drawing its inspiration from the field of recent object
recognition methods is chosen to analyze the layout.
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2.7 Summary
This chapter gave a review of state-of-the-art literature related to the topic document
layout analysis. First, different possible categorizations of layout analysis approaches is
given an the method introduced in this thesis is classified to the respective categories. An
overview is given of traditional methods relying on binarization prior to layout analysis
and are prevailingly designed for rectangular layouts and machine-printed text. Then,
approaches being targeted on the analysis of historical manuscripts and historical docu-
ments from the hand-press period is given. Methods employing binarization and meth-
ods working on gray-scale images are addressed. The approach proposed in this thesis
is able to discriminate between different fonts or scripts as it distinguishes headlines and
regular text based on the differences in the local structure of the characters. Thus, state-
of-the-art methods to differentiate fonts and writing styles are summarized afterwards.
Then, a section focusing on ornamental letters and initials describing methods aiming at
the processing of these embellishments in the documents is given. The conclusion gives
reasons for the choice of the methodology for this thesis.
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CHAPTER 3
Methodology

The layout analysis approach proposed in this thesis avoids binarization since features
are directly extracted from gray-level images. An approach stable in the presence of
local as well as global perturbations such as rotation, illumination variation or artefacts
such as noise is needed in order to be robust with respect to the challenges of ancient
manuscripts described in Section 1.3. Furthermore, robustness to distortions such as
variations in skew and shape is required due to the variance in the shape of handwritten
characters and non-even writing support.

In their work, Baluja and Covell [9] search for images in documents which are
embedded in text. Analog to their challenge, in the manuscripts taken into consideration
in this thesis, the decorative entities are partially embedded in the text. There exist plain
initials surrounded by text, embellished initials reaching into the text area, and headings
are part of the text block. Hence, as for [9], global image metrics cannot be applied
as they do not incorporate the required granularity for the detection of the decorative
entities.

Due to the structural similarities of the layout entities on the local level described
in Section 1.3.1, an approach exploiting these characteristics is suggested. These local
similarities include outlines and hatches – which locally appear as outlines as well –,
strokes that are elongated and have angular shapes. The inspiration is drawn from the
field of object recognition methods. Local features are extracted to describe the struc-
tural characteristics of immediate regions, leading to a part-based detection of layout
entities. Schmid and Mohr [120] first introduced the idea of representing an object by
group of local invariant features to detect an object despite of partial occlusion.

In this thesis, the concept of local invariant features is used as robust image repre-
sentation to detect and localize objects having different global appearances but certain
local similarities. However, these similarities are no exact replications and therefore, an
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exact individual matching is impossible and not the purpose. Rather, a detection on the
category-level [134] is deployed, based on an analysis of the statistics of the features.
A machine learning algorithm is employed in order to categorize features according to
their similarity.

The requirements regarding the robustness of features for the application in docu-
ment images for the detection of layout elements are given below, they are similar to
those defined by [105]:

Robustness: The features have to be calculated without the need of binarization and be
robust to artefacts such as noise and degradation of the manuscript.

Invariance to the writing style: The features must allow a certain variance in the shape
of characters and hence in the personal writing style of scribes, however, have to
be able to discriminate different scripts and writing styles independent of the ac-
tual scribe (e.g. round and square Glagolica, see Section 1.2).

Invariance to geometric transform: The features have to be invariant to size, skew
and rotation of the characters and text lines on the page as they may vary depend-
ing on the writer.

Independence of the content: The features have to be independent from the language
and the content of the text, since the approach is to be tested on different manuscripts.

Independence of the geometric document layout: Due to the variance in the layout
of handwritten documents, features need to be independent of the geometric lay-
out.

Granularity: On account of the proximity or superimposition of layout entities, local
features independent of global metrics are needed in order to allow their detection.

This chapter describes the methods employed in the proposed approach in detail and
further denotes alternative methods. In order to extract local features, an interest point
detector is needed to determine the regions where the features are to be calculated. The
first section of this chapter describes the interest point detectors with an emphasis on
DOG. The subsequent section denotes feature descriptors with a focus on SIFT. Finally,
Section 3.3 gives an overview of the classification algorithm employed.

3.1 Interest Point Detector
This section gives an overview of interest point detectors, where first the term and re-
quirements to a stable interest point are defined and then related literature is summa-
rized.
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Tuytelaars and Mikolajczyk give an in-depth summary of local invariant features
detectors in their work [134]. They provide a general definition of local features, where
they state that these points are structures in the image being dissimilar to their adjacent
neighborhood. These local features are located close to changes in image properties
such as intensity or color. In the following, the term interest point is used to refer to a
local feature, where an interest point has a defined location in the image and a definite
spatial extend, which is denoted as scale.

Similar to [120, 121], Tuytelaars and Mikolajczyk [134] characterize interest points
as points in an image with a two-dimensional signal change. An interest point is found
at locations of corners, junctions, circles, endings, dots or texture in general. Since local
descriptors are computed at locations of interest points, the detection of these points is
a crucial task. The performance of the descriptors is directly related to the detection of
stable interest points.

In [134], the authors formulate a set of properties of stable and reliable interest
points, where some of them were defined similarly by [121] for the task of interest points
evaluation. These properties match the requirements for features used in document
analysis given in the previous chapter.

Repeatability An interest point has to be geometrically stable to local and global per-
turbations of the image such as a change in image scale, rotation or view point.
Repeatability then means that the same interest point detected in one image is
accurately detected in a geometrically transformed image [121, 134].
Schmid et al. [121] and [134] agree that repeatability is the most important prop-
erty of an interest point. Tuytelaars and Mikolajczyk [134] provide two possibili-
ties to achieve repeatability: either invariance or robustness.

Invariance relates to mathematically modeling potential deformations and de-
sign detectors invariant to these. This is especially relevant for large trans-
formations such as rotation or scale changes.

Robustness means increasing the robustness to small perturbations such as noise
or artefacts, e.g. through smoothing the image prior to the interest point
detection.

Information content provides a measure of the distinctiveness of interest points, where
the information content is characterized by the intensity patterns in the scale of
the interest point, i.e. this region should show a large variation in image structure
[121, 134].

Locality The spatial extend of an interest point has to be local in order to reduce the
probability of corruption through occlusion and to allow for simple approxima-
tions of geometric and photometric transformations [134].
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Quantity A suitable number of interest points should describe even small objects,
where the density of interest points should correlate with the information content.
Hence, in homogeneous regions, no interest points should be detected whereas
in structured regions having high variance in intensity, the density should be
high [134].

Localization accuracy measures how accurate an interest point is located at a specific
2D position and scale in the image [121, 134].

However, these properties incorporate several conflicts, where improving one prop-
erty adversely affects another. Repeatability and localization accuracy are contradic-
tory [121, 134]. Achieving robustness through smoothing prevents abrupt alterations
of the descriptor with a small change in the position of the interest point [93]. Yet,
smoothing impairs the localization accuracy [121]. Localization accuracy is crucial for
registration and calibration tasks, whereas repeatability is more important for tasks such
as object recognition, or image matching. The layout analysis system proposed as well
relies on the similarities of local structures and thus, on the repeatability.

Repeatability achieved either through invariance or robustness derogates distinctive-
ness (information content). Similar to the case of localization accuracy, image measure-
ments discarded to achieve robustness, reduce the distinctiveness. Image measurements
used to raise the degree of freedom of the mathematical model built to acquire invariance
are then lost for the information content.

Similarly, distinctiveness and locality are conflicting properties since the more local
an interest point is (the smaller its spatial extend is), the less structural information is
contained. Hence, the less information is contained, the harder the matching or classifi-
cation becomes.

Having defined the requirements to interest point detectors, in the following, contour-
based detectors, corner detectors, and blob detectors are described. Contour-based de-
tectors rely on studying the curvature of previously detected contours to find interest
points, whereas other methods are directly applied to gray scale images and e.g. an-
alyze the image intensities based on derivatives or their respective approximations or
regions having high variance in intensity. The interest point detectors presented are
a small selection of those proposed in literature, for a detailed overview please refer
to [101, 102, 121, 134].

3.1.1 Detectors Based On Contour Curvature
Contour-based methods employ image contours or region boundaries, which first need
to be detected and subsequently maximal curvature or inflexion points are extracted as
interest points [93, 121]. This approach aims at making interest points more robust to
perturbations such as background clutter and noise close to boundaries [93].
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a) b) c) d)

Figure 3.1: Selected interest points in images (a,c), separated by a scale factor of 2, and in the
edge images (b,d). Interest points are illustrated with green circles (Figure taken
from [103])

Shilat et al. [126] introduce an approach where first ridges and troughs are found in
the image, then high curvature points and intersections of these curves as well as local
minima in the image are detected as interest points. They claim that their interest points
are appropriate for tracking since they are robust to occlusion since the interest points
are not located at contours of an object which are more likely to be occluded.

Horoud et al. [64] employ a graph-based algorithm for grouping of line segments
extracted from image contours, where they rely on geometric as well as relational struc-
tures. Interest points are extracted from intersections of these grouped lines.

Nelson and Selinger [110] use groups of image contours. Hereby, a curve-finding
algorithm is applied in order to generate discontinuous segmented contours where the
bounding points are locations of high curvature. Curves that intersect a square region
around the curve are normalized and mapped onto it.

Mikolajczyk et al. [103] extract edges from the image employing a multi-scale
Canny edge detector with Gaussian derivatives and then the edge neighborhood is de-
termined which is related to the scale. Interest points are found on the edges where the
radius of the interest point coincides with the distance of the point to the neighboring
edge. Interest points in a homogeneous region are rejected due to not having a dis-
tinctive extremum in the scale space. In Figure 3.1, interest points are denoted at two
different scales (scale factor of 2) as green circles; the illustrations Figure 3.1 b) and
Figure 3.1 d) give the corresponding edge images. Similar interest points are found in
both images.

3.1.2 Corner Detectors
Corner detectors select image locations having high curvature, i.e. strong gradients in
all directions at a pre-defined image scale. Hence, they do not solely detect corners but
dots and any other locations having high contrast in orthogonal orientations [93, 107].
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Figure 3.2: Corners found by the Harris corner detector (Figure taken from [134])

Moravec [107] first introduced local interest points for stereo matching in 1981. He
defines an interest point as an image location which is repeatable and unambiguous.
Hence, he states that regions having strong gradients in orthogonal directions, such as
corners, are suitable for interest points. In order to find corners, Moravec’s detector
computes the squared sums of adjacent pixel differences along four directions separated
by 45◦ in a local window in order to get a directional variance. An interest point is
then located at a local maximum of the minimal sums in a region. As a result of the
summations, the detector is sensitive to edges dissimilar to these four orientations.

Moravec’s corner detector was developed further by Harris and Stephens [62] in
order to improve the repeatability of the interest points in presence of edges and local
image distortions such as noise. They apply an analytic expansion about the shift ori-
gin in order to avoid discrete directions. Furthermore, they change Moravec’s binary
rectangular window to a Gaussian weighted window to counterbalance the sensitivity
to noise. Additionally, they employ a matrix related to the ACF – the second moment
matrix – as new feature calculation for the corner detection. An interest point is detected
at locations where the matrix has two significant eigenvalues. This so-called Harris cor-
ner detector, however, is sensitive to changes in image scale. Other ACF-based corner
detectors were suggested by [47, 48, 133]

In 1997, Smith and Brady introduced Smallest Univalue Segment Assimilating Nu-
cleus (SUSAN) corner detector [128] able to find corners, edges and can be used for
noise reduction in images while preserving structures. They use a non-linear filtering
approach starting from a center pixel of a circular region having a predetermined scale.
The intensity value of this center pixel is used as reference value for the filtering, and
pixels are categorized according to their similarity in intensity. Each image point is then
characterized by a ratio giving the homogeneity of its neighborhood. For edges, the
ratio is close to 50%, whereas for corners it is about 25%. Thus, corners are detected at
locations of local minima of the ratio using a threshold (see Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3: Interest points detected by the SUSAN corner detector. The neighborhood is divided
into “similar” (orange) and “dissimilar” (blue). Corners are characterized by a
minimum area of “similarity” (Figure taken from [134])
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Figure 3.4: Mapping of a high- onto a low-resolution image using Dufournaud’s adapted Harris
detector (Figure taken from [41])

Harris corner detector and SUSAN are invariant to translation and rotation, however,
not to scale changes or affine transformations. To achieve scale invariance, these detec-
tors can be applied to a scale space introduced by Lindeberg [89, 90] to extract corners
at different scales.

Dufournaud et al. [41] adapted the Harris corner detector to scale changes employing
a scale space with Gaussian filters. Thus, interest points are computed at different scale
levels according to the scale space. The correct scale for the interest points is determined
by a homography based matching algorithm. Figure 3.4 shows an example of mapping
a high- image to a low-resolution image.
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of the characteristic scales for corresponding interest points. The top
row shows the images with the interest points, whereas the bottom row gives the
responses of the Laplacian function over scales. It reaches a maximum where the
interest points correspond. (Figure taken from [100])

Mikolajczyk and Schmid [100] introduce a scale invariant detector, where they de-
veloped further the Harris corner detector. First, a multi-scale Harris corner detector is
applied to spatially locate interest points, then a Laplacian operator is used to determine
the characteristic scale of the corner. The scale is then chosen where the Laplacian re-
sponse leads to a maximum, which is the case when the scale corresponds to the scale
of the local structures in the image (see Figure 3.5). Figure 3.6 gives an example of
scale-invariant interest points detected by the Harris-Laplacian, the interest points are
denoted by green circles. This detector is made invariant to affine transformations using
ellipses that fit the corresponding image structure instead of circles. Hereby, the affine
transformation is estimated employing the second moment matrix and subsequently, the
region is normalized to a circular shape. In Figure 3.7, corresponding interest points
marked as green circles are found with the Harris-Affine detector in both images.

The Features from Accelerated Segment Test (FAST) detector introduced by Rosten
and Drummond [117, 118] builds upon the SUSAN, it detects a corner based on the
fraction of pixels having higher (resp. lower) intensity value than the center pixel at
a given radius. Whereas SUSAN divides the intensity values into two categories based
on the similarity, for FAST, the pixels are categorized into three classes according to
their brightness relative to the center pixel. Figure 3.8 illustrates the corner detection.
Adjacent pixels at the given radius brighter than the center pixel are taken into account
for the detection. The decision for an interest point is taken employing decision trees.
The Laplacian function is applied in [86] in order to achieve scale-invariance for the
FAST detector.
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Figure 3.6: Corresponding interest points found in both image using the Harris-Laplace detec-
tor (Figure taken from [134])

Figure 3.7: Corresponding interest points found in both image using the affine invariant Harris
detector (Figure taken from [134])

3.1.3 Blob Detectors
Blob detectors aim at locating blob-like structures in an image, hence they are looking
for local minima or maxima which are brighter or darker than their neighborhood. Scale
and shape of blobs structures are more definitely determined than those of corners, as
they can be inferred from their boundaries. Due to irregularities in the shape of the
region, their exact location is prone not to be as accurate as corners’ locations, which
can be ascribed to a single coordinate pair in the image plane. A corner is an intersection
of two or more lines which, however, exists at various scales. Hence, the problem of
assigning a specific scale to a corner is ambiguous [134].

Combinations of corner and blob detectors have been used to exploit their respective
strengths and to improve the overall coverage of the image with interest points, hence
the dependency of the method to the image content is reduced [134].
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Figure 3.8: FAST uses the highlighted squares (green) at a given radius (orange arc) around
the center pixel p (orange) to detect corners. Adjacent pixels brighter than p by a
threshold are taken into account for the corner detection (indicated by the orange
arc). (Figure taken from [118])

Figure 3.9: Corresponding interest points found in both image using the FAST detector (Figure
taken from [134])

Beaudet [16] suggested calculating the Determinant-of-Hessian (DOH) matrix to
detect blob-like structures. The matrix is calculated from the second-order derivates
of the Gaussian smoothed image. Blob-like structures are spatially located where the
determinants of the matrix are maximal and in located in scale at maxima of its trace,
the LOG. The LOG with σ = 7 and filter size 43 is illustrated in Figure 3.10 as 3D Plot
(left) and in normalized gray scale coding (right), where black pixels indicate negative
values, white pixels positive values and gray pixels correspond to zero. An example for
scale-invariant Hessian interest points is given in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.10: LOG as 3D Plot (left) with color coding, and in normalized gray scale coding
(right)

Figure 3.11: Corresponding interest points found in both images with scale change using the
Hessian-Laplacian detector (Figure taken from [134])

Mikolajczyk and Schmid extended the DOH [100] to an affine invariant detector
similar to the Harris-Affine detector (see Figure 3.5). For an example of corresponding
points see Figure 3.12.

The DOG proposed by [92] detects interest points exploiting a scale space. The scale
space is established by successively differencing the image convolved with a Gaussian
function having an increasing scale parameter σ [93]. Interest points are detected at lo-
cations of local minima and maxima of the differential images. Their scale is estimated
by detecting the local extrema over the scale space. Figure 3.13 illustrates interest points
found by the DOG detector. The DOG is explained in further detail in Section 3.1.4.

In their work [14, 15], Bay et al. propose Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF), an
interest point detector based on a fast approximation of the Hessian matrix. To improve
the computation time, integral images are employed as approximation. For SURF, the
DOH is exploited for determining both, the spatial and scale location of an interest
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Figure 3.12: Corresponding interest points found in both images using the Hessian affine de-
tector (Figure taken from [134])

Figure 3.13: Corresponding interest points found in both image using the DOG detector (Figure
taken from [134])

point. To find local maxima, the discretized Gaussian second-order partial derivative
is further approximated with a box-filter as shown in Figure 3.14, since their computa-
tion is very fast. Figure 3.15 illustrates interest points detected in two images having
different scales.

3.1.4 Difference-of-Gaussian Interest Point Detector
The DOG detector is chosen as interest point detector in this thesis on account of studies
by [93,101,102]. It locates stable interest points in a scale-invariant manner employing
the scale-space [140]. The underlying idea is the observation that objects consist of
different structures at different scales which can be extracted exploiting the scale-space.
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Figure 3.14: Left: The Gaussian second-order partial derivates (y-direction and xy) and their
respective SURF equivalents (right). Gray regions are equal to zero. (Figure taken
from [15])

Figure 3.15: Corresponding interest points found in both image using the SURF detector (Fig-
ure taken from [134])

Scale Space

The scale-space is a “continuous function of scale” [93] which models the perception
of objects at different distances and hence, at different scales. Large scales allow per-
ceiving fine details while small scales show the coarse structures of an image. Con-
structing the scale-space of an image means building fine-to-coarse representations of
an image, where high-frequency spatial information and fine structures are successively
suppressed [90, 91]. Thus, an image is represented by a group of derived signals which
allows having the image represented at all scales simultaneously. Figure 3.16 shows an
image successively smoothed with a larger filter suppressing the details, the filter size is
given for each image representation.

Lindeberg states that the coarse scales should be “simplifications of corresponding
structures at finer scales” [91] and must not introduce new structures and artefacts in
the course of suppressing fine details. Furthermore, linearity and invariance to spatial
shifts, rotation and scale transformation are necessary. The scale-space should satisfy
the semi-group property, which means that a coarse-scale representation is to be com-
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Figure 3.16: Suppressing the fine scales successively; coarse scales as simplifications of the
fine scales (Figure taken from [91])

puted either from any fine-scale or the original image applying the same transformation.
Furthermore, local extrema are not to be enhanced by the smoothing kernel. These re-
quirements are fulfilled by the Gaussian kernel and its derivatives [90, 91]. Hence, the
scale-space L(x, y, σ) is constructed through the convolution of the image f(x, y) with
a Gaussian kernel G(x, y, σ) of increasing scale σ:

L(x, y, σ) = G(x, y, σ) ∗ f(x, y) (3.1)

where ∗ denotes the convolution in x and y direction and σ being the scale parameter,
the standard deviation of the Gaussian kernel. As σ increases, the image is convolved
with a larger kernel, which progressively removes high-frequency details. The Gaussian
kernel G(x, y, σ) is defined by:

G(x, y, σ) =
1√
2πσ2

exp−(x
2+y2)/2σ2

(3.2)
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Since the Gaussian kernel is a symmetric kernel and hence, separable, the image
can be efficiently convolved by the same 1D kernel in the horizontal and the vertical
direction successively:

L(x, y, σ) = G(x, σ)T ∗ (G(x, σ) ∗ f(x, y))

G(x, σ) =
1√
2πσ

exp−x
2/2σ2 (3.3)

where G(x, σ)T denotes the transposed 1D Gaussian.
For a more efficient computation, the image is resampled by a factor of 2 after the

value of the parameter σ doubled, i.e. it has twice the initial value of σ. The resam-
pling is done leaving out every other pixel in each row and column. A set of image
representations having the same size is then called octave.

Difference-of-Gaussian

Having established the scale space, interest points are detected by means of local ex-
trema in the scale space. Hereby, the DOG D(x, y, σ) is employed which is computed
differencing two adjacent scales. Two adjacent images in the scale space are convolved
with a Gaussian kernel separated by a constant multiplicative factor k in scale space:

D(x, y, σ) = (G(x, y, kσ)−G(x, y, σ)) ∗ f(x, y)
= L(x, y, kσ)− L(x, y, σ) (3.4)

As the scale space L(x, y, σ) has to be computed for the extraction of scale-invariant
feature description, the DOG is established by a subtraction of adjacent image represen-
tations in the scale space. As shown by Mikolajczyk in his work [97], the extrema of
the scale-normalized LOG σ2∇2G produces the most stable interest points when com-
pared to other methods such as Hessian or Harris corner detectors (see Section 3.1.2).
The “Laplacian acts as a matched filter when its scale is adapted to the scale of a lo-
cal image structure”, thus it has the highest response where the scale complies to the
structure of the image (see Figure 3.5). The σ2∇2G corresponds to the image’s deriva-
tive in scale direction as can be shown by the diffusion equation in scale space theory.
Since the derivative of an image is approximated by the difference between two adja-
cent pixels, the σ2∇2G can be efficiently approximated as the difference between two
representations of an image smoothed with Gaussian kernels having different scales σ.

In Figure 3.17, the computation of the DOG is illustrated. The image is repeatedly
smoothed with Gaussian kernels having increasing filter sizes σ to produce the scale
space representations (white). The DOG representations on the right (green) are then
constructed subtracting adjacent scale space representations. Having processed an oc-
tave, the process is reinitiated with the image resampled by a factor 2.
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Figure 3.17: Computation of the DOG (Figure taken from [93, 134])

Local Extrema Detection

Interest points are detected according to Mikolajczyk’s conclusion [97] of minima and
maxima of the scale-normalized LOG and hence, of the DOG, being the most stable
interest points. Thus, in order to localize interest points spatially and in scale, each
pixel of the D(x, y, σ) is compared to its 3 × 3 neighborhood in the current scale and
to the nine respective neighbors in the two adjacent scales. Figure 3.18 illustrates this
detection. The prospected pixel is marked with an orange x and its neighbors in scale
space are indicated by green circles. An interest point candidate is defined as lying at
a local minimum or maximum; i.e. where all neighbors of the pixel in scale and space
have a higher, or respectively lower, pixel value.

Interest Point Localization

Having a set of interest point candidates, their location and scale needs to be determined.
While in [92], the interest point is located at the location and scale of the center pixel
used for the local extrema detection, Lowe [93] suggests interpolating the location and
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Scale

Figure 3.18: Extrema detection in the scale space (Figure taken from [93])

scale. Hereby, a 3D quadratic function is fitted to the local neighborhood of the pixel
in order to retrieve a higher repeatability as proposed by Brown and Lowe [22]. This
allows for the rejection of unstable interest point candidates having low contrast using a
threshold.

In contrast to the LOG, employing the DOG as interest point detector leads to local
maxima close to contours or edges. However, the localization of such an interest point
is poor along the edge, since the intensity value just changes in one direction. Hence,
interest points located at edges are sensitive to artefacts such as noise. Employing the
2 × 2 Hessian matrix H at their scale and location, these interest point candidates are
identified:

H =

[
Dxx Dxy

Dxy Dyy

]
(3.5)

with D being the second partial derivates which are estimated differencing neighboring
pixels. For extrema located close to edges, the ratio of the principal curvatures in per-
pendicular directions is high – i.e. these extrema have a large principal curvature along
the edge, whereas the one in the perpendicular direction is small. In order to identify
interest point candidates along edges, the ratio needs to be below the threshold r. Since
the ratio of the principal curvatures is important, Lowe [93] avoids calculating the eigen-
values of the matrix according to [62] and the verification of interest point candidates
can be done using the measure

Tr(H)

det(H)
<

(r + 1)2

r
(3.6)
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with r = 10 being a threshold [93], det(H) being the determinant of the Hessian matrix
and Tr(H) is defined by:

det(H) = DxxDyy − (Dxy)
2

Tr(H) = Dxx +Dyy

3.2 Local Descriptor
Having located interest points, measurements are computed in a region centered at their
positions and transformed into a local descriptor characterizing the respective region
[101, 134]. This section gives an overview of selected local descriptors.

Local descriptors describe an image region in a distinctive way independent of a set
of transformations such as affine transformations and do not require a binarization or
segmentation of the object. As described in Section 3.1, the advantage of using local
features to global features is that local features are robust to occlusion, image clutter,
artefacts, changes in viewpoint or shape of the object [93, 97, 134]. Local descriptors
were first used for stereo matching, but have a broader field of application: Schmid
and Mohr [120] first proposed to use local features for image retrieval. Object recogni-
tion [43, 44, 93], recognition of object categories [27, 39, 43, 98, 146], or texture recog-
nition [81, 146] are further fields. Mikolajczyk and Schmid give an overview of local
descriptors in [101].

The simplest descriptor is a normalized vector of pixel intensities in the local region
around the interest point according to its scale. The similarity of two descriptors can
then be computed employing cross-correlation. However, such a descriptor is sensitive
to affine transformations or view point changes.

Mikolajczyk and Schmid [101] categorize local descriptors into distribution-based
descriptors which use histograms to characterize an image region, spatial-frequency
based descriptors which describe the local frequency distributions, and differential de-
scriptors making use of image derivatives. In the following, the focus will be on
distribution-based descriptors, since one descriptor of this group is applied in this thesis.

3.2.1 Distribution-Based Descriptors
These descriptors employ histograms of locally sampled data in order to characterize
the local structures or shapes. Johnson and Hebert [66] introduce a histogram of local
point positions for interest points in 3D space by describing coordinates of neighboring
points with respect to a basis point which they call spin image. Lazebnik et al. [81]
modified this approach for the representation of texture in 2D space. They construct a
two-dimensional histogram where the intensity values of pixels and the distance from
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Figure 3.19: Construction of a spin image: sample points in the normalized patch (left) trans-
formed into different locations in the spin image (right). (Figure taken from [81])

the center point of the image patch give the dimensions (see Figure 3.19). They state
that their descriptor is invariant to viewpoint changes and rotation.

Zabih and Woodfill [144] propose a descriptor robust to changes in illumination.
Instead of raw pixel intensities, their histogram is based on relations between pixel
intensities. The relationships are encoded using binary strings. If a high-dimensional
descriptor is used, an image region is distinctively represented.

Belongie and Malik [19] developed a shape descriptor called shape context, which
relies on the extraction of contours employing the Canny edge detection algorithm [26].
Randomly selected points are extracted along these contours. For each of these points, a
histogram in log-polar space is generated, which contains the coordinates of the remain-
ing points relative to the respective interest point. The location of the points is quantized
into nine bins. This leads to a distribution of relative positions of interest points, where
close interest points are emphasized.

Lowe [92, 93] introduce a descriptor based on the image’s gradient magnitude and
gradient orientation. In order to compute them rotationally invariant, the main orienta-
tion is estimated for each interest point. Normalizing the feature vector according to the
main orientation allows for a representation that is independent to rotational changes.
SIFT descriptors are 128-dimensional gradient histograms. Each orientation histogram
represents gradient vectors with specific orientations (0 ◦, 45 ◦, 90 ◦, ..., 315 ◦). Thus,
gradient vectors of an interest point are accumulated to the gradient histograms accord-
ing to their orientation and their spatial location (4 × 4 bins). A tri-linear interpolation
guarantees a robust representation of a specific image region.

Further developments of SIFT include Rotation Invariant Feature Transform (RIFT),
which is a rotation-invariant generalization of SIFT proposed by Lazebnik et al. [82].
They use a circular normalized image patch divided into concentric rings, where his-
tograms are computed for each ring (see Figure 3.20 for the construction of a RIFT his-
togram). Color Scale Invariant Feature Transform (CSIFT) proposed by Abdel-Hakim
and Farag [1] extends the SIFT for the use of color images. Morel and Yu [108, 143]
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Figure 3.20: Construction of a RIFT descriptor: sample points in the normalized patch (left)
transformed into different locations in the descriptor (right). (Figure taken from
[80])

Figure 3.21: ASIFT Algorithm: pairs of rotated and tilted representations obtained from images
A and B are compared by SIFT. (Figure taken from [143])

suggested an affine-invariant version of SIFT, the Affine Scale Invariant Feature Trans-
form (ASIFT), by simulating the camera axis orientations (see Figure 3.21).

Ke and Sukthankar [71] have developed an approach that is similar to SIFT, but
employs Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to the normalized image gradient patch
instead of weighted histograms used in SIFT. Hereby, a fixed-size image patch of 41×41
pixels centered at each interest point is extracted, rotated according to its predominate
orientation. Then, a 3, 042 element feature vector is created extracting image gradients
in x and y direction, and normalized in order to reduce the sensitivity to illumination
changes similar to SIFT. PCA is applied in order to reduce the feature vectors dimen-
sionality. The covariance matrix for the PCA is applied to 21,000 image patches. Having
sorted the eigenvectors according to their importance, the top n are taken into account.
Mikolajczyk shows [101] that PCA-SIFT is less distinctive than SIFT.
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Figure 3.22: Construction of the SURF descriptor: an oriented grid hacing 4× 4 square subre-
gions is established at the interest point (left). The 2× 2 grids are the actual fields
of the descriptor, where sums dx, |dx|, dy, |dy| are compued with respect to the
grid orientation (right). (Figure taken from [14])

Mikolajczyk and Schmid [101] introduce an extension of SIFT, the Gradient Location-
Orientation Histogram (GLOH), where the location grid is changed and the feature space
dimensionality is reduced applying PCA in order to improve the descriptors robustness
and distinctiveness. They employ a log-polar grid having two concentric rings divided
in 8 angular bins each, resulting in a total number of 17 location bins as the center bin
is not divided. A feature vector of dimensionality 272 – gradient orientations are quan-
tized in 16 bins – is constructed which is then reduced by means of PCA. The descriptor
is then built of the 128 largest eigenvectors.

Bay et al. [14, 15] propose SURF descriptors, where they characterize the distribu-
tion of intensity values similar to SIFT. However, instead of gradients, they employ
first order 2D Haar wavelets in x and y direction exploiting integral images built for
the detection of interest points as described in Section 3.1.3. Rotation invariance is
achieved by normalization of the descriptor according to is predominant orientation. A
square region centered at the interest point is divided into 4× 4 subregions, where each
bin comprises 25 Haar wavelet responses. The responses and their absolute values are
summed up over each subregion in x and y direction and lead to a descriptor having a
dimensionality of 64. The construction of a descriptor is summarized in Figure 3.22.
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Figure 3.23: Gaussian derivatives up to the forth order. (Figure taken from [101])

3.2.2 Other Techniques
Apart from descriptors based on the distribution of intensities, other techniques have
been proposed. Differential descriptors make use of image derivatives up to a given
order to characterize an interest point’s neighborhood. Koenderink and van Doom [75]
developed the local jet, a method applying local spatial derivatives computed by means
of convoluting the image with Gaussian derivatives (see Figure 3.23). Florack et al. [45]
further developed the method in order to gain rotation invariance through combining
local jet components. A further approach to rotational invariance is introduced by Free-
man and Adelson [49], who introduce steerable filters, where derivates are steered in
gradient direction. A multi-scale local jet exploiting the Gaussian scale-space theory
was investigated by Florack et al. [46]. The Gabor filter transform proposed in [51]
allows the investigation of frequencies in a local region, however, in order to character-
ize frequency and orientation appropriately, a large number of filters is required. Van
Gool et al. [57] introduce generalized moment invariants in order to characterize multi-
spectral data. Hereby, the invariants combine central moments which describe shape
and intensity distribution around an interest point.

3.2.3 Scale Invariant Feature Transform
SIFT descriptors were shortly summarized in Section 3.2.1. Since SIFT descriptors are
chosen for the approach introduced in this thesis, they will be described in more detail
in this section.

SIFT is introduced by Lowe [92] and further improved in [93] for the field of ob-
ject recognition in different camera views. Its features are invariant with respect to
translation, scale and rotation transformations of the image, and further robust to affine
transformations and illumination changes.
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Orientation Normalization

To each interest point extracted by means of DOG as described in Section 3.1.4, Lowe
[93] first assigns a main orientation to achieve rotation invariance, and then, a high-
dimensional descriptor is computed. Assigning the predominant orientation to the in-
terest point, it is provided with a local coordinate system where the descriptor is repre-
sented relatively to this orientation. Hence, the descriptor does not need to be computed
in a rotation invariant manner.

The computation of the prevailing orientation is based on image gradients [93].
Hereby, the respective Gaussian smoothed image representation L(x, y, σ) of the scale
space is determined according to the scale σ of the interest point to achieve invariance
to the image scale. For efficiency, the gradient magnitude m(x, y) and the gradient ori-
entation θ(x, y) are precomputed for the entire image representation L(x, y) at scale σ
by means of pixel differencing:

m(x, y) =
√

(L(x+ 1, y)− L(x− 1, y))2 + (L(x, y + 1)− L(x, y − 1))2 (3.7)

θ(x, y) = tan−1
L(x, y + 1)− L(x, y − 1)

L(x+ 1, y)− L(x− 1, y)
(3.8)

Figure 3.24 shows a Glagolitic decorative initial overlaid with representations of
interest points (left), where the locations are indicated with white squares, the scale is
illustrated with a circle and the main direction is given by the line connecting the squares
and the circles. The right side shows a selected interest point (green) with gradient
orientations illustrated by orange arrows and magnitudes indicated by the length of the
arrows.

A histogram of orientations within the local neighborhood of the interest point is
built [93], where orientations are quantized in 10 ◦ bins, and hence leading to a his-
togram having 36 bins. The orientations are weighted by their gradient magnitude. In
order to weight the orientations spatially, a Gaussian window having a σ being 1.5 times
the scale of the interest point. Thus, orientations close to the center of an interest point
are enhanced whereas the influence of those at the border of the interest point’s spatial
extend are alleviated. Thus, poor localization of interest points owing to artefacts such
as noise or small image perturbations and affine distortions are compensated. For the
same reason, the histogram is smoothed by a one dimensional Gaussian prior to the
determination of the main orientation [92].

Peaks in the orientation histogram indicate prevailing orientations of local gradients,
with the global maximum giving the canonical orientation. For each local peak having a
value greater than 80% of the global peak, an interest point is created with the respective
orientation assigned (see Figure 3.25). In this case, multiple interest points are located
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Figure 3.24: Glagolitic decorative initial with overlaid interest points (left). The right side
shows a selected interest point (green) with gradients indicated by orange arrows.
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Figure 3.25: Histogram of orientations with the 100% given as orange line and the 80% inter-
val denoted by the green line. The histogram has been resampled to 50 bins for
visualization reasons.

at the same position, each one having a distinct main orientation. In order to achieve an
accurate dominant orientation, the exact peak position is determined by an interpolation
done by means of fitting a parabola to the adjacent histogram values.
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Image gradients Keypoint descriptor

Figure 3.26: Construction of a SIFT descriptor, where for the ease of illustration, a 2 × 2 de-
scriptor is shown. A sample with gradient orientations and magnitudes is shown
(left), where the Gaussian window weighting the magnitudes is indicated by the
orange circle. The gradients are then accumulated to an orientation histogram
having bins (right). (Figure taken from [93])

Descriptor Computation

The concept of interest points detected by means of DOG and the subsequent assign-
ment of a main orientation to the interest point provide each feature location with a local
coordinate system which is embedded into the global image coordinate system accord-
ing to the location and scale parameters from the DOG and the orientation of the main
direction. A descriptor can then be calculated in the local region without the need of
incorporating these invariances [93]. Robustness to illumination and affine transforma-
tions need to be embedded in the descriptor.

A SIFT descriptor [93] is a 3D histogram of gradient location, magnitude m(x, y)
and the orientation θ(x, y). As for the orientation assignment, the scale of the image
representation is determined by the scale σ of the interest point. The gradient magni-
tudes and orientations are extracted at the spatial extend of the interest point with the
orientations being rotated according to the dominant orientation of the interest point.
As for the determination of the dominant orientation, the gradient magnitudes are spa-
tially weighted using a Gaussian kernel having a σ of half the scale of the interest point
to counterbalance the effect of potential poor localization due to image artefacts. Fig-
ure 3.26 illustrates the process for a 2 × 2 descriptor, where the Gaussian window is
indicated by the orange circle.

The region around the interest point is divided into a 4 × 4 location grid, where
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the gradient locations are quantized to. Thus, they approximate the spatial distribution
of gradients. Gradient orientations are assigned to eight different orientation planes
covering 45 ◦ each (0 ◦, 45 ◦, 90 ◦, ..., 315 ◦). Thus, a set of 4 × 4 orientation histograms
having eight bins each, are constructed, leading to a 4×4×8 = 128 dimensional feature
vector.

In order to quantize a gradient sample into adjacent histogram bins, trilinear inter-
polation is applied. Thus, abrupt changes in the descriptor with small position change
or noise are avoided, as gradient samples are smoothly quantized between adjacent ori-
entation bins [93].

Invariance to linear global brightness changes is achieved through the computation
of pixel differences rather than absolute pixel values according to Equation 3.8, since
they are invariant to a constant added to each pixel. Affine changes in illumination
which result in change in the image contrast caused by a multiplicative operation with
a constant are counterbalanced through vector normalization to unit length. Robustness
with respect to non-linear illumination changes owing to shading variations on 3D sur-
faces or change in the camera saturation is based on the fact that they are more likely
to affect gradient magnitudes than orientations. Hence, large gradient magnitudes are
thresholded to reduce their influence, and the vector normalization is repeated. Thus,
the emphasis of the descriptor lies in the distribution of gradient orientations rather than
magnitudes.

3.3 Classification
Local features in object recognition are usually matched against each other in order
to find a particular object. In this thesis, however, the task is not object recognition
but rather object categorization, where parts of layout entities should be identified as
belonging to a particular class. These parts have certain similarities rather than exactly
corresponding to each other. Hence, a supervised machine learning algorithm is applied
to predict a feature’s class based on the characteristics of known entities.

The classification problem in this thesis is a two class problem: features either be-
long to decorative entities or regular text. There is no need to distinguish further classes,
since due to the interest point detection, no interest points are detected in background ar-
eas and all decorative entities are subsumed under one class according to their structural
similarities.

3.3.1 Comparisons of Potential Classifiers
Mohanty et al. [106] compare SVM having a linear kernel, a Bayesian approach and
Cross-Media Relevance Model (CMRM) for classification of 2D shape features. CMRM
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learns a joint probabilistic model from training samples. Test samples are then anno-
tated with vectors of probabilities. In their experiments, SVM outperforms the Bayesian
approach, however, the CMRM rise above SVM. It has to be pointed out that linear
kernels are employed in this comparison.

SVM with a fifth-order polynomial kernel and NN are examined by Byvatov et al.
[24] for a binary classification problem for drug/non-drug categorization. They state
that SVM tend to be more robust and accurate when compared to NN.

Lee and To [84] conclude that SVM with a Gaussian Radial Basis Function (RBF)
kernel performs better than Back-Propagation Network (BPN) on the evaluation of en-
terprise financial distress.

A comparison of several classifiers on a protein dataset is done by Bacardit et al. [7],
where SVM with RBF kernel outperforms a Learning Classifier System, a rule induc-
tion system and a naive Bayes classifier. Kumar and Zhang [77] give a comparison
between the following classification schemes on features from hand shape and palm
texture for the task of people recognition: different naive Bayes classifiers (normal, es-
timated, multinomial), decision trees (C4.5, Logistic Model Tree (LMT)), k-NN, Feed-
Forward Neural Network (FFN) and SVM with polynomial kernel. The SVM is shown
to be more robust and accurate by their evaluation.

Justification for the Choice of the Classifier Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor state that
SVM are “a principled and very powerful method that [...] [outperforms] most other
systems in a wide variety of applications” [35]. Wu et al. [142] and Joachims [65]
stress that the SVM has a sound and solid theoretical foundation. A function which
is well adapted to the training data does not may not generalize well to unknown test
data [63, 122].

SVM are based on the Structural Risk Minimization principle, where a generalized
model is to be fitted to prior known dataset such that guarantees the minimum true
error [65, 122]. The true error is the possible error made on a randomly selected test
sample not part of the known data. The SVM minimizes the overall risk, which results
in a good generalization performance [65].

Golland et al. [56] argue that SVM are less likely to overfit the data and are more
robust than other learning algorithms such as NN. SVM require a small training set and
are independent of the number of dimensions of the feature space [65, 142].

3.3.2 Support Vector Machine
SVM is a supervised machine learning method introduced by Vapnik and his co-workers
in [21], and further developed by Cortes and Vapnik in [33]. SVM is a binary linear clas-
sifier designed for two-class problems. For a given set of feature vectors ~xi as training
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potential separating hyperplanes
feature vectors

Figure 3.27: An infinite number of potential hyperplanes to separate two classes (green, blue).

data with known class labels yi: ( ~x1, y1), . . . , ( ~xn, yn), yi ∈ {−1, 1}, i = 1, . . . , n, it
generates a model f(~x) which predicts whether a test sample belongs to one or the
other class, approximating the unknown function f(~x) = y [63].

If the data is linearly separable, the classification function can be expressed geomet-
rically as a hyperplane f(~x) separating the two classes. Having this model, a new data
sample ~xi is classified testing the sign of the function f(~xi). However, for each given
training set there is an infinite number of potential separating hyperplanes. In Fig-
ure 3.27, a few potential separating hyperplanes are indicated by black lines between
the two classes (green, blue).

The SVM finds the optimal separating hyperplane by maximizing the margin be-
tween the hyperplane and the instances of the two classes, where the margin gives the
shortest distance between the hyperplane and the class instances. The maximization of
the margin leaves room for the correct classification of unknown test data and hence
leads to a better generalization ability of the approach when compared to take a ran-
domly selected hyperplane [130, 142].

The optimal separating hyperplane is uniquely determined by the so-called support
vectors, which are the feature vectors on the margin of the hyperplane [130]. In order to
find the maximum margin hyperplane, the following function is minimized with respect
to the hyperplane

f(~x) = sign((~w · x) + b) (3.9)

defined by vectors ~w and constant b and maximized with respect to α:

Lp(~w, b, α) =
1

2
‖~w‖2 −

n∑
i=1

αiyi(~w · ~xi + b)− 1 (3.10)
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Figure 3.28: Linear separable classes divided by a hyperplane (solid black line) and the maxi-
mal margin (dotted line).

with n being the number of feature vectors, i = 1, . . . , n positive numbers, αi ≥ 0 the
Lagrange multipliers, which is α ≥ 0 for support vectors and α = 0 for every other
feature vector, and Lp the Lagrangian [142].

Figure 3.28 illustrates the optimal separating hyperplane for the classification prob-
lem. The optimal separating hyperplane is indicated by a solid black line, whereas the
margins are limited by dotted black lines. The feature vectors are indicated by green
squares and blue circles, and the feature vectors, the hyperplane computation is based
on, are additionally surrounded by circles in the respective color.

Soft Margin Hyperplane

Cortes and Vapnik [33] suggest modifying the optimal separating hyperplane such that
it allows for noise in the training set. Such noise in the training set are feature vectors
being on the wrong side of the separating hyperplane. The soft margin idea extends the
SVM such that it introduces a slack variable ξi allowing for noisy data, which attributes
the possible amount of classification violation by the hyperplane. The geometric defi-
nition of ξ is the distance of a falsely classified feature vector to the hyperplane. The
optimization of the hyperplane is then a tradeoff between the total cost introduced by
the slack variables and a large margin [33, 142]. The Lagrangian is then the following:

Lp(~w, b, α, ξ) =
1

2
‖~w‖2 − C

n∑
i=1

ξi −
n∑
i=1

αi(ξi + yi(~w · ~xi + b)− 1) (3.11)

where C denotes a constant parameter, ξ ≥ 0 is the slack variable, and ~xi is a feature
vector.
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Figure 3.29: Kernel trick: mapping the input space onto a feature space through a function.

Non-Linear Classification

For data which is not linearly separable, a mapping function is generated, which trans-
fers the data into another space, the so-called feature space by means of the kernel trick
first introduced by Aizerman et al. [3]. Hereby, the dot product is replaced by a non-
linear kernel function and the hyperplane is transformed in to a high-dimensional space.
This allows for a linear hyperplane in the feature space whereas the decision function
in the input space may be non-linear with a form determined by the kernel [63, 142].
Figure 3.29 illustrates the mapping from the input space to the feature space by means
of the kernel trick. The original hyperplane definition in Equation 3.9 is extended to the
following non-linear form [63]:

f(~x) = sign(
n∑
i=1

vi · k(~x, ~xi) + b) (3.12)

The inner product can directly be computed as a function due to the kernel trick,
and hence, the higher dimensional space does not need to be evaluated explicitly. The
kernel function can define a variety of non-linear mappings between input- and feature
space, such as a polynomial or exponential functions. In this thesis, the Gaussian RBF

kernel is used:
k(xi, xj) = e−γ‖xi−xj‖

2

γ > 0 (3.13)

where xi and xj are feature vectors and γ is a parameter.

The soft margin parameter ξ and the choice of the kernel determine the effectiveness
of the SVM. The RBF kernel has solely the parameter γ which needs to be selected such
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that it fits the training set, but is at the same time flexible enough to handle complex
datasets.

Training

The parameter determination for ξ and γ is done in form of a cross validation, where the
best combination of the parameters is determined by a grid-search for the tupel 〈ξ, γ〉.
Cross validation is a statistical method to estimate the accuracy of the model generated
by the SVM by analysis how the model generalizes to unknown data [76].

Hereby, for a n-fold cross validation, the training set with known class labels is
randomly partitioned in n subsets (folds) having approximately the same size. The
learning algorithm is trained and tested n times, where the training set consists of n− 1
folds and the remaining fold is used as test set [76]. The process is repeated for changing
parameters ξ and γ, leading to a grid of classification accuracies for each tuple. The
parameter combination having the best cross-validation accuracy are selected for the
training of the SVM.

Even though an estimation of the accuracy based on the training set cannot be correct
for any test set [76, 119, 141], the cross validation ensures that the RBF kernel is well-
suited to the characteristics of the given classification problem [76].

3.4 Summary
This chapter gave an overview and theoretical background about the methods employed
in this thesis. First, reasons are given for the choice of local features rather than global
features. Then, requirements, the chosen features have to meet, are given. The meth-
ods employed as well as alternative approaches and related work were given. Interest
point detectors were reviewed, which are needed to find regions where local features
are extracted as descriptors. SIFT descriptors with interest points detected by the DOG
interest point detector were chosen in this thesis. The last section gave reasons for the
choice of a supervised learning algorithm as classifier, the SVM.
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CHAPTER 4
Proposed Methodology

The majority of the state-of-the-art methods for layout analysis of historical documents
have in common that a binarization step is required prior to the actual analysis and/or
the layout is restricted to rectangular text blocks (see Chapter 2). Processing of printed
historical documents from the hand-press period is more frequently addressed in litera-
ture than algorithms for ancient handwritten documents having unstructured layouts and
suffering from degradation. However, ancient handwritten manuscripts cause different
requirements to algorithms than printed historical documents [111].

The main dataset regarded in this thesis requires an algorithm to be robust with re-
spect to background artefacts such as clutter, stains and noise, and faint ink. Hence,
the proposed approach is designed binarization-free in order to be robust to these chal-
lenges. Since the considered dataset does not have a strict rectangular layout such as
the documents considered in [23], a method invariant to layout inconsistencies, irreg-
ularities in script and writing style, skew, fluctuating text lines, and variable shapes of
decorative entities is needed. Color based segmentation is not suitable, since first, the
decorative entities are not universally highlighted with a specific color and second, the
highlight color is too similar to the background.

The method proposed was first published in [54] and further developed in [52]. It
consists of two consecutive major tasks, where the first is the extraction and classifica-
tion of features and the second employs a cascading localization algorithm. Both tasks
are based on interest points computed by means of DOG described in Section 3.1.4.
This interest point detector extracts blob-like regions on different scales employing a
scale space.

Consecutively, a descriptor is calculated for each interest point describing an image
region through gradient vectors build upon the gray-scale pixel values. The descriptor
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Image DOG

Marker Points Voting Entities

SVMSIFT

Figure 4.1: Workflow of the proposed layout analysis method showing the main tasks: feature
extraction and classification (top) and localization (bottom)

employed is SIFT as detailed in Section 3.2.3 with adaptations as described in Sec-
tion 4.1. This leads to local features describing parts of characters, or – depending on
their scale – even whole characters or text lines.

The descriptors are then directly classified employing a kernel-based supervised ma-
chine learning algorithm. A SVM, as described in Section 3.3.2, is chosen as classifier
to discriminate between two classes: main body text on the one hand and layout enti-
ties having a decorative meaning on the other hand. These decorative entities include
embellished initials, plain initials and headings; they are grouped into one class as re-
sult of their local structure correspondence as explained earlier. Having classified the
descriptors, one character or initial is described by multiple pre-classified points.

The next step is assigning a class label to each entity. However, the expansion of
an entity cannot be directly inferred from the positions of the interest points and one
entity might consist of interest points having different class labels. Hence, a localization
algorithm to expand the interest points found into regions which enclose the whole
layout entity and determining the class it belongs to, is required.

This chapter gives the details of the methodical steps for the layout analysis method
introduced. Figure 4.1 illustrates the main tasks of approach, where the first row shows
the feature extraction (described in Section 4.1) and classification steps (see Section 4.2)
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and the second row illustrates the localization (described in Section 4.3). As can be
seen, both tasks depend on the interest points extracted by means of DOG. As a pre-
processing step, the image is transformed to a gray-scale image and is normalized. In-
terest points are detected in the grayscale image (Figure 4.1 DOG) and the respective
regions is described with SIFT descriptors (Figure 4.1 SIFT). The descriptors are then
classified with a supervised learning algorithm (Figure 4.1 SVM). The interest points ex-
tracted and their respective classification scores are then used to establish marker points
(Figure 4.1 Marker Points), which are interest points that are reliable due to their scale
and classification score. A set of voting functions is applied to the interest points (Fig-
ure 4.1 Voting), and a score map is established that determines the class label on pixel
level and localizes the layout entities (Figure 4.1 Entities).

4.1 Feature Extraction
Though interest points can be gained applying a scale-invariant corner detection method
such as the Harris corner detector combined with a Laplacian as suggested by Mikola-
jczyk et al. [99] or FAST [118], a corner and edge detector based on non-linear filtering,
a blob-based detector is chosen on account of studies by [93, 101, 102]. Diem [37] per-
formed a comparison of interest points and local features on Glagolitic manuscripts and
concludes that SIFT with the DOG detector is the optimal solution for these manuscripts.

Figure 4.2 gives an exemplified comparison of five scale-invariant interest point de-
tectors described in Section 3.1: the LOG implemented in lip-VIREO1, the DOG as
applied in the approach, the SURF as implemented in [42], the Hessian-Laplacian de-
tector and the Harris-Laplacian implemented in lip-VIREO1 with the respective num-
ber of detected interest points. The images are overlaid with visual representations
of interest points. The white squares denote the locations of the interest points and
the circles indicate their scale. Figure 4.2 illustrates that consistent to the conclusions
of [37, 93, 101, 102], the DOG detector leads to an advantageous coverage of the letters
when compared to the other detectors and, furthermore, generates a higher number of
interest points.

Additionally, SIFT descriptors with DOG interest points are chosen as feature sys-
tem, since it is invariant to scale and rotation, which is an important aspect for ancient
manuscripts, as the script size and orientation may change. A further advantage of ro-
tation invariance especially concerns the embellishments in the Psalter dataset, as these
entities consist of long strokes having varying orientations. An example is given in
Figure 4.2 (Original Image). Since the aim is not the discrimination between charac-

1Video Retrieval Group (VIREO) at City University of Hong Kong,
http://vireo.cs.cityu.edu.hk/research/project/lip-vireo.htm, accessed April 2011.
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Detector Points

DOG 219

SURF 148

Hessian-
Laplacian 150

Harris-
Laplacian 199

Original Image

LOG 150

Figure 4.2: Comparison of five potential scale-invariant interest point detectors (four blob
detectors: LOG, DOG, SURF, Hessian-Laplacian, one corner detector: Harris-
Laplacian) on a heading of the Psalter dataset. The numbers in column Points
denotes the number of Interest Points extracted with the respective interest point
detector.

ters, but the differentiation between scripts, the long strokes provide a discriminative
characterization for the embellished entities regardless of their orientation.

Furthermore, SIFT is invariant to illumination changes, which allows for variations
in the background intensity due to uneven or heterogeneously textured writing support,
and changing intensity of the ink. Thus, characters having faint ink – down to a certain
contrast difference to the background, which is determined by the threshold during the
computation of the interest points with the DOG – can be detected. The invariance to
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1st Octave
σ = 2.016

2nd Octave
σ = 4.032

3rd Octave
σ = 8.064

Figure 4.3: The first representations of each octave with σ given are overlaid with interest
points detected in the DOG scale space which denoted by green squares.

the 3D camera viewpoint that SIFT incorporates, allows detecting the same character (on
the scale of characters) or structural elements (at a smaller scale) despite deformations
owing to unevenness of the writing support or variations in the script.

4.1.1 Interest Points
The DOG detects interest points at locations of local minima and maxima exploiting
a scale space. The scale space is established by successively differencing the image
convolved with a Gaussian function having an increasing scale parameter σ. The scale
of the interest points is then estimated by detecting the local extrema over the image
space and the scale space (a detailed description is given in Section 3.1.4).

The interest points extracted with this detector represent discriminative character
parts such as junctions, corners, circles, arcs or endings as well as whole characters
and parts of text lines. In Figure 4.3, the first representations of the DOG scale space
are given for three octaves of an image. The green squares indicate locations of in-
terest points detected in the respective image representation. In the first octave, small
details are extracted, whereas higher octaves – i.e. successively larger Gaussian kernels
for smoothing – lead to simplifications of the structures and larger blob-like regions.
As described in Section 3.1.4, each octave consists of a set of image representations
corresponding to an increasing Gaussian kernel size σ. Each structure responds to a
certain octave and image representation inside this octave according to its scale. In Fig-
ure 4.3, solely the first representations of each octave are shown and thus, not all image
structures have an interest point assigned in this figure.
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Applying an interest point detector in a scale-invariant manner, the foreground of a
document is disassembled into segments, where each interest point represents a part of
a character or initial dependent on its scale. Background artefacts – such as stains and
clutter originating from the nature of the writing support – are detected as foreground
as well. However, these artefacts are rejected in the classification or localization step.

4.1.2 Local Descriptors
For each interest point detected, local features are computed using the SIFT descriptors
as described in Section 3.2.3. Here, a brief summary is given. For a descriptor, the gra-
dient magnitude and orientation are computed in the region of an interest point, where
the level of Gaussian blur and the size of region is determined by the interest point’s
scale. The gradients are weighted by a Gaussian window. The region is divided into
4 × 4 subregions, and for each subregion, a histogram of gradients is calculated. For
each interest point, a characteristic orientation is calculated and the respective coordi-
nates and gradient orientations are rotated relatively to this main orientation in order to
achieve rotation invariance. The SIFT descriptors are 128-dimensional feature vectors
containing the values of the 4 × 4 orientation histograms having 8 bins each. Each of
the bins relates to a specific main orientation (0 ◦, 45 ◦, 90 ◦, . . . , 315 ◦).

4.1.3 Modifications of the Feature System proposed by Lowe
The original local features consisting of DOG as interest point detector and SIFT as de-
scriptor as proposed by Lowe [93] have to be modified in order to fit the requirements
of the dataset and the application. The threshold for the rejection of local extrema (see
Section 3.1.4, Interest Point Localization) is set to 0.02 in order to reduce the num-
ber of interest points which represent background clutter; the threshold suggested by
Lowe [93] is 0.01. In Figure 4.4, interest points extracted by the DOG detector are
shown, where white squares indicate interest points extracted with the threshold 0.02
and green squares denote the interest points additionally found at threshold 0.01. As
can be seen, local extrema having a larger distance to the characters are found and –
especially in the lower left region – background noise is detected as local extrema.

Lowe [93] suggests subsampling the original image to double size for the first oc-
tave, resulting in a higher number of interest points. These interest points represent the
highest spatial frequencies and thus, the smallest details of the image. Subsampling
the image leads to interest points having a small spatial extend. As described in Sec-
tion 3.1, the smaller the spatial extend, the less structural information is contained, and
thus, leads to unreliable descriptors in the classification step. Additionally, the struc-
tural similarities of the layout entities do not allow for a distinction between the entities
on this level. Finally, the increase of the image size enhances the background noise,
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Interest points detected with threshold 0.02
Interest points additionally detected with threshold 0.01

Figure 4.4: Interest points detected by the DOG detector. White squares indicate interest points
with the threshold applied in this thesis, green squares are interest point which are
additionally detected when the threshold is lowered.

Figure 4.5: Interest points detected by the DOG detector with the first octave being the sub-
sampled image.

the noise in the ink of the characters, and clutter in the test set. Figure 4.5 illustrates
this circumstance. Interest points are found in noisy regions of the character shapes
and the background. The region they describe is small and thus, does not contain much
structural information. Additionally, interest points located at edges of the character,
lead to a similar normalized feature vector since a larger interest point describes single
strokes of an embellished initial. Thus, these interest points found in the main body text
deteriorate the classification result.

In contrast to the aim of object recognition, interest points located at edges are nec-
essary to localize the layout entities in the approach proposed. By default, the DOG is
sensitive to edges, contrary to the LOG detector. Figure 4.6 gives an example detection
result for both detectors, where the row indicates the number of interest points. As can
be seen, interest points located at edges are necessary for the coverage of the character.
Thus, the DOG’s unwanted property of producing interest points located at edges is ex-
ploited since poor localization along the edge is not crucial for the task of layout entity
localization. The embellished initials of the Psalter consist of long single or outlined
strokes. Thus, interest points located at edges are not excluded as they contain necessary
information for the classification and localization.
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Figure 4.6: First row: Interest points detected by the LOG detector, which is not sensitive to
edges. Second row: Interest points detected by the DOG detector with the con-
figuration used for this thesis. The row points indicates the respective number of
interest points.

4.2 Classification
Having computed the SIFT descriptors, the local regions around each interest point ex-
tracted of the image is mathematically characterized by a high-dimensional feature vec-
tor. As described in Section 3.1.4, interest points are only extracted at locations of local
extrema, i.e. background areas without textual elements are not included. Thus, solely
regions of interest have to be further processed.

As detailed in the Section 1.3.1, in case of the Psalter dataset, the class of decorative
entities are characterized by angular shapes, elongated strokes and an aspect ratio that is
vertically or horizontally stretched when compared to the main body text. Outlines and
hatches are further characteristics of initials appropriate to exploit for the discrimination
between main body text and embellishments (see Section 1.3.1 for more details).

Thus, two logical classes are defined: main body text and decorative entities. This
means that headings and both types of initials belong to the same class due to the fact
that their local structures have similar characteristics.
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In order to discriminate between the feature vectors describing main body text and
entities having a decorative meaning, a SVM as depicted in Section 3.3.2 is trained. A
RBF kernel as formalized in Equation 3.13 is chosen in order to be able to separate
non-linear data. The classifier assigns a class label to each descriptor as well as a score
indicating the probability of the class assignment. These scores are used in the subse-
quent localization step.

Training

The SVM is trained using image patches containing one entity in case of initials, a whole
heading or a certain amount of text lines. The number of entities are different for the
particular datasets and will be given in Chapter 5.

The image patches are rectangular images containing the respective characters and
background; they were manually extracted from the manuscripts and. Each image patch
is labeled according to the class it belongs to.

Employing the RBF kernel, two parameters have to be determined for a dataset:

• γ: Determines the sensitivity of the kernel, which means it needs to be selected
such that it fits the training set, but at the same time is flexible enough to handle
complex datasets,

• ξ: The soft margin parameter, a slack variable which controls the flexibility of the
data, which prevents overfitting the data and ensures the generalization ability of
the model learned.

These parameters are determined by means of cross validation, which explores the
best combination of ξ and γ applying a grid-search. The parameter tuple for the Psalter
training set is 〈ξ, γ〉 = 〈5, 0.5〉, determined by three-fold cross validation, where the
training set is split into 3 folds. Further splitting into 5 or 7 folds increases the cross
validation accuracy, since the size of the training set is increased. However, the relative
overall accuracy does not change resulting in similar parameters.

In Figure 4.7, a sample classification result is given. Correctly classified interest
points are depicted with white circles, while interest points having wrong class assign-
ments are indicated with red squares. The ground truth is denoted by gray blobs, where
dark blobs stand for the decorative entities and light blobs are areas of main body text.

4.3 Layout Entity Localization
Having classified the feature vectors, each descriptor has a class label assigned, where
the class decision for each interest point is based upon the maximum score retrieved by
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Figure 4.7: Sample classification result. White circles denote correctly classified interest
points, red squares mis-classified ones.

the SVM, which means that the class c ∈ {decorative entity, main body text} is
determined by max(scorec1, scorec2).

A localization algorithm needs to be applied to the interest points in order to find
regions encapsulating whole layout entities, since the classification of interest points
leads to class decisions just at certain positions in the image. The location and expansion
of entire entities are then deduced from the positions and spatial extends of interest
points selected during the localization algorithm.

The scales and locations of interest points are exploited for the localization step.
The assumption for this procedure is that an interest point represents an entity segment
or even a whole entity. Thus, the scale of the interest point relates to the size of the
structure it describes, e.g. an entity part. Pursuant to this assumption, a cascade local-
ization algorithm is introduced which successively reduces the amount of mis-classified
descriptors and leads to a class decision on pixel level.

Descriptors which are not unambiguously belonging to one single class might ran-
domly be assigned to either of the classes. Such descriptors are likely to occur since
not all of the structures the entities are assembled of, are unique for one of the classes.
An example are rounded character segments, which are one of the discriminative char-
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acteristics of main body text, but occur in headings and initials too. A further reason is
the scale invariance, which on the one hand is important due to the reasons given previ-
ously, but on the other hand adds potential misclassifications. Straight stroke segments
of characters belonging to the main body text observed at a small scale produce similar
feature vectors like such segments of initials or headings at a larger scale, for example.

The suggested localization algorithm incorporates six consecutive steps successively
reducing the number of mismatched descriptors.

Scale-Based Voting: The first step is a scale-based voting, where the classification
scores obtained from the SVM are weighted according to the scale of their in-
terest points. The underlying presumption is based on the observation mentioned
previously that interest points of a certain scale are most reliable.

Marker Points: Second, a set of marker points, which are reliable interest points indi-
cating the position of a potential layout entity, is established. Marker points are
interest points having a certain scale and a high classification score.

Merging: Then the remaining interest points overlapping with at least one marker point
are merged to the set of candidate interest points.

Filtering: The fourth step is region-based processing, where overlapping interest points
set up a region. Interest points of regions including less than 10 interest points or
regions smaller than an average character of the document are rejected.

Spatial Weighting: Thereafter, the interest points’ scales and the previously weighted
classification scores are spatially weighted with a two-dimensional Gaussian dis-
tribution leading to one score map per class.

Post-Processing: The final step after voting the score maps pixel-wise against each
other with the highest probability determining the final class label of the pixel is
a second region-based processing to reject isolated areas not large enough to be a
valid character.

Figure 4.8 gives an overview of the stages of the localization algorithm for the case
of decorative entities. Interest points are illustrated with green circles denoting their
respective scale. The more intense the green color, the more interest points overlap.
Figure 4.8 a)-g) show the decorative entities-class, f) relates to the main body text class.
In detail, Figure 4.8

a) illustrates all decorative-entity descriptors classified by the SVM,
b) shows the marker points as selected from the second octave,
c) shows the marker points merged with overlapping interest points,
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Figure 4.8: Overview of the cascading localization algorithm (Folio 85r)

d) depicts the interest points after removing single occurrences,
e) illustrates the spatial weighting step, resulting in a score map,
f) shows the score map, with ISO-lines indicating the scores,
g) presents the final result of the localization algorithm, and
h) gives the final result for the main body text class.

In Figure 4.8 g, h), gray blobs denote the ground truth, at which dark gray blobs
indicate decorative entities and light gray blobs stand for the main body text class.

4.3.1 Scale-Based Voting
In the first stage, the interest points are voted based on their scale using a voting func-
tion penalizing diminutive and large scales (diminutive respectively large scales in this
context means interest points smaller respectively larger than a whole character of the
regular text or a heading).

The small interest points are e.g. background clutter, dots, small structures of char-
acters and speckles of the parchment. An example is given in Figure 4.9 (right), where
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Scales larger than 54 px Scales smaller than 18 px

Figure 4.9: Interest points having a scale larger than 54 px (left), respectively smaller than
18 px (right). (The resolution of the image considered is 2848× 3963 px)

interest points having a smaller scale than 9 – which corresponds to 54 px – are indi-
cated with black circles. The interest points in the left part of the image patch depict
character segments – with four exceptions –, whereas the interest points in the right half
are all representing background clutter.

Large scales represent e.g. whole decorative initials, spots and stains as well as rip-
ples of the parchment. Figure 4.9 (left) gives an example of interest points of the largest
scales. These either indicate text lines (right upper and lower part of the patch) or follow
the crease of the writing support (center of the patch) where they describe the fold rather
than the text lines.

Owing to the distribution of the interest points’ classification scores when interre-
lated with their scales, a linear weighting function is chosen. This weighting function
implements the principle of a band-pass filter, i.e. it emphasizes a certain range of scales
and lowers scales outside this range. The weight of the function is applied on the clas-
sification score gained from the SVM for each descriptor.

Since the mean reliability of interest points having different scales is different, the
function has dissimilar slopes for small and large interest points. The inflection points
of the function are determined based on scales of the second octave. Voting functions
for main body text and decorative entities have to be different owing to their respective
different structure scales and classification performances per scale. This means e.g. that
due to their characteristics and size, larger interest points are permitted for decorative
entities than for main body text.
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The scales rated with the normalized weight 1 are those which represent whole char-
acters of main body text, plain initials, headings or major components of a character
such as an arc or circle, or parts of decorative initials. The scales smaller than these in-
dicate parts of characters which are smaller than major structures. Interest points smaller
than character segments are weighted with 0 or a value close to 0 as they describe clut-
ter, and noise – of both, the background and the character shapes –, dots, and speckles
of the parchment. Large scales representing whole decorative initials, spots and stains,
ripples of the writing support or intra-text-line spaces respectively whole text lines are
weighted with a value close to 0 too.

Applying this voting scheme, interest points representing entire characters – in the
case of main body text – are stressed whereas the impact of interest points having other
scales is diminished. In case of the decorative entities, interest points indicating entire
heading characters or plain initials are highlighted.

Thus, these large and small interest points are not taken into consideration. Fur-
thermore, interest points falling short of the scale of character segments, are randomly
assigned to a class since the information content they incorporate is not sufficient to
uniquely describe one of the classes. Thus, e.g. small interest points belonging to the
decorative entity class occur frequently in text areas too and vice versa. Thus, these in-
terest points have to be assigned a weight such that the number of mis-detected interest
points is reduced.

4.3.2 Marker Points
In this thesis, three octaves are established for the scale-space, and thus, the interest
points cover are range from small structures such as dots or stroke endings to large
structures enclosing a whole embellished initial. Following the arguments in the previ-
ous section, a certain scale of interest points is more likely to reliably locate characters.
Reliability is defined in terms of the capability of an interest point to indicate the loca-
tion and expansion of a whole character rather than in terms of classification score. As
detailed in the previous section, scales smaller than a segment of a character such as a
junction or arc, usually represent (background) clutter and noise. Scales larger than an
average character of a heading or a plain initial are likely to represent stains and creases
of the writing support or intra-text-line space.

Intuitively, interest points covering an entire character of one of the classes or a
major character structure such as a circle, arc or junction, are most reliable to indicate
the location and spatial extend of a character. The classification score as single metric
for the determination of interest points is not applicable, since interest points having
large scales and representing intra-text-line space of entire text lines are reliable in terms
of classification score, however, they do not reliably determine a character. Thus, the
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Figure 4.10: Extrema values of the interest points plotted versus their classification score

scale-based voted classification scores are applied in the determination of the marker
points.

In account of the characteristics of the scale, the classification score distributions
and interrelations, the selection of candidates for so-called marker points is done based
on the scale range of the second octave. The aim of marker points is indicating possible
locations and extends of layout entities. Since all subsequent filtering steps are based on
these initial marker point candidates, entities can solely be localized at positions where
marker points are detected. Hence, the determination of these marker points is crucial
for the performance of the localization algorithm.

Aside from scale, further properties of an interest point are its main orientation (see
Section 3.2.3) and the extrema value. However, a significant trend cannot be extracted
from the coherence of the prevailing orientations of interest points and their classifica-
tion scores. Furthermore, relying on the main orientations of the interest points leads
to problems in presence of skew and rotated document pages; additionally, strokes in
handwritten documents may have arbitrary orientations.

Figure 4.10 shows how the extrema values of the interest points are correlated to
their classification performance. As can be seen, maxima are generally more reliable
than minima. This can be traced to the fact that maxima are located on the characters
while minima indicate spaces between characters or the inside for circular structures,
for example. Since minima produce interest points having a large range of reliabilities,
the selection of marker points is not based on this property.

Having determined the candidates for marker points by their scales, a set of filtering
operations is applied in order to reject weak points.
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First, only those interest points having a classification score superior to 0.6 are taken
into account. This threshold is chosen because the counter score is equal or less than
0.4, which means that the difference between the two scores is at least 0.2. Thus, the
probability that a class label is assigned to a descriptor on random basis is reduced. This
filtering step is done to reject non-reliable interest points where the class decision is
ambiguous.

Subsequently, it is defined that at least two marker points must vote for an area to be
considered as reliable. Thus, only marker points having a spatial overlap of their scales
of at least 25 % are taken into consideration. The decision for a marker pointM is based
on the equation given:

d(x, y) =

√√√√ 2∑
i=1

(xi − yi)2 (4.1)

r(x, y) =
2∑
i=1

ri · 0.75

M =

{
0 if d(x, y) > r(x, y)
1 if d(x, y) < r(x, y)

where d(x, y) gives the Euclidean distance between two marker points and xi and yi
are their respective coordinates. If the distance is smaller than the sum r(x, y) of their
radii ri, both marker points are maintained, otherwise, the marker points are rejected.
Applying this, isolated marker points voting for a class are not considered. The resulting
marker points for an image patch of Folio 85r are shown in Figure 4.8 b).

4.3.3 Merging Remaining Interest Points with Marker Points
The next step is to merge the marker points M with all remaining retrieved interest
points I\M because the localization solely based on marker points generates a sparse
localization result since interest points of a certain scale range just represent structures
of these scales. Thus, structures having different scales are not completely covered with
marker points.

Hence, all interest points overlapping with a marker point at least 25 % according to
the computation given in Equation 4.2 are included in the set of interest points used for
the following stages. More precisely:

Ic = {I\M ∪ M | d(x, y) < r(x, y) ∧ (4.2)
〈x1, y1〉 ∈M ∧
〈x2, y2〉 ∈ I\M}
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with Ic being the set of interest point candidates for further processing, I denoting the
initial set of all interest points detected, M depicting the marker points. In Figure 4.8 c),
the interest points merged are shown for the image patch of Folio 85r.

4.3.4 Region-Based Filtering
Having the whole set of potential interest points for the localization consisting of the
marker points and the interest points overlapping with them, further filtering procedures
are applied. A region-based processing is used, where a region is defined by overlapping
interest points. Regions are candidates for layout entities. They are filtered based on two
aspects: the number of interest points setting up a region and the size of the region.

A threshold of 10 – giving the minimum number of interest points inside a region – is
chosen in order to exclude sparse regions. While a higher threshold would reject layout
entity candidates which are correctly identified, a smaller threshold would introduce
weak candidates. Hence, interest points inside regions having a smaller number of
points voting for it, are rejected. The assumption for this step is that a character should
consist of enough structures having different scales to produce a significant number of
local extrema.

The second step is based on the size of the region. Interest points inside regions
smaller than an average character of the document – which is assumed to approximately
correspond to the median marker point scale – are rejected. This operation is performed
employing morphological opening with a circular element. A median scale is chosen as
threshold owing to the fact that interest points having small scales are likely to describe
clutter and noise. Thus, regions solely consisting of small interest points in a local area
are not included in the set of interest point.

Rejected interest points are temporarily stored and subsequently added to the set of
interest points of the other class since it is assumed that parts of characters are wrongly
classified and thus, belong to the other class. The region-based stage of the localization
algorithm is repeated with the new set of interest points.

The result of this region-based filtering step on the interest point candidates of image
patch of Folio 85r is shown in Figure 4.8 d).

4.3.5 Spatial Weighting
Having determined the final set of interest points with their weighted classification
scores, a so-called score map having the same size as the input image is established
for each respective class. Hereby, each interest point’s classification score is spatially
weighted with a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution G(x, y, σ) with a σ according
to the scale of the interest point.
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mapc =
∑
i∈c

ωi ·G (xi, yi, σi) (4.3)

c ∈ {decorative entity, main body text}

where mapc denotes the score map for class c, j gives the number of interest points
belonging to class c, σi corresponds to the radius of the ith interest point in pixels and
ωi is the descriptor’s classification score. The two-dimensional G(x, y, σ) is defined by:

G(x, y, σ) = e
−x

2+y2

2σ2
i (4.4)

x = {a | xi − 3 · σ ≤ a ≤ xi + 3 · σ}
y = {b | yi − 3 · σ ≤ b ≤ yi + 3 · σ}

with xi, yi being the coordinates of the local descriptor. The term 6 · σ represents ap-
proximately 100% of the G(x, y, σ) distribution.

Hence, at all locations of interest points, a weighted score distribution having the
same spatial extend as the interest point is generated. This step is illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.8 e). For each pixel in the score map, the values of overlapping interest points are
accumulated. This results in one score map for each respective class representing the
accumulated score for each pixel indicating the expectation belonging to the particular
class.

4.3.6 Post-processing
The final step in localizing layout entities is post-processing on the score maps generated
in the previous phase. The two score maps are spatial distributions of probabilities for
the class of each pixel. Background pixels have the label 0. The score maps for the
image patch of Folio 85r are given in Figure 4.11 a) for decorative entities in green, and
in Figure 4.11 b) for the main body text in blue. The more intense the green or blue
color, the more interest points vote for a pixel. As can be seen, the scores overlap at
several positions. The heading above the embellished initial is covered from both maps.
Thus, a post-processing step is needed which includes the voting of both score maps
against each other.

First, the score maps are voted against each other with the maximum probability
determining the pixels class label. A sample result of such a voting is shown in Fig-
ure 4.11 c).

In a second step, the score maps are normalized and a filtering step based on a
threshold t is applied in order to exclude regions of non-overlapping boundary areas
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Figure 4.11: Post-processing: both score maps a) and b) are voted against each other resulting
in c), a filtering approach rejecting small regions is applied leading to d). e) and
f) illustrate the localized entities.

of single interest points as these are likely to cover background areas. For an example,
refer to Figure 4.12 a), where single interest points describing the embellished initial at a
large scale, cover background area as well (center left). Furthermore, distinct decorative
entities may be connected by an area of low scores if they are close enough that several
of their large-scale interest points overlap. Figure 4.12 b) gives an example for a plain
initial connected loosely to the heading below. The heading and the embellished initial
are so close to each other that a separation based on the scores is impossible.
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Figure 4.12: Need for thresholding the score maps.

A pixel-based voting may lead to isolated small areas as illustrated in Figure 4.11 c)
in the upper-left corner. The circular segment of the Glagolitic character n in the head-
ing above the embellished initial is assigned to the main body text class. Such isolated
mis-classifications occur if e.g. a character segment is characteristic for one class – and
thus, produces enough interest points having a significant accumulated classification
score for this character part –, while the larger structure or whole character is typical for
the other class.

Hence, a region-based filtering is applied in order to reject these isolated areas not
large enough to be a valid character. Morphological opening is employed followed by
a determination of the area of the regions with those being rejected which have a lower
number of pixels than 1.5 times the area of a median marker point. The increased size
of the median marker point is used since characters of the main body text appear as
a member text regions rather than single characters. Plain initials though, have single
occurrences and are larger than the size of a median marker point. Thus, the increased
minimum size of a character prevents plain initials from being rejected. For the rejected
areas it is checked if there are interest points of the other class. If their accumulated
scores are above t, the pixels of the area are assigned to the alternate class label. A sam-
ple result is given in Figure 4.11 d), where the small main body text area in the heading
above the embellished initial is removed and the area is assigned to the decorative enti-
ties class.
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Figure 4.11 e, f) show the results for that image patch overlaid with the ground truth
denoted by gray blobs. Dark areas denote decorative elements whereas lighter areas
stand for the main body text. The background area is not overlaid.

4.4 Summary
Having introduced the main methodologies applied in this thesis in Chapter 3, namely
the interest point detector DOG, the local descriptor SIFT and the classifier SVM, this
chapter gave the detailed description of the layout analysis system implemented.

The approach is divided into two major tasks: extraction of features, classifica-
tion and subsequently localization of entire entities at pixel level. Interest points are
identified and local descriptors characterizing the interest points’ spatial extends are
computed. These features describe the layout entities based on their local structures.
Specific similar structures having different scales characterize the classes. Requisite
modifications of Lowe’s [93] SIFT descriptors for adapting the features to the require-
ments of the task of layout analysis are given. Amongst them is exploiting the undesir-
able property of the DOG of being sensitive to edges. This sensitivity is a characteristic
of the DOG important for the localization of embellished initials having long strokes.

The descriptors computed for each interest point are classified with a supervised
learning algorithm, i.e. a SVM, which is trained on image patches of the respective
classes. The classification score of a descriptor in combination with the scale and the
location of the associated interest point are used in the localization step.

Since the class label of a pixel cannot be directly inferred from the positions and
spatial extends of the interest points, a localization algorithm determining the final class
label for each pixel is needed. This expands the single interest points to regions en-
capsulating whole entities. A cascading method is proposed that successively rejects
unreliable interest points and generates cohesive regions based on the interest points
belonging to one class.

The result of this method is a class label for each pixel of the document image which
denotes if it belongs to the main body text, the decorative entities or the background.
The background is simply determined by the absence of any other class label.
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CHAPTER 5
Evaluation and Results

This chapter describes the evaluation process of the layout analysis system introduced
and provides results. It is empirically evaluated by means of manually annotated real
world data. The experiments described in the following section are set up in order to
evaluate the strengths as well as the drawbacks of the proposed method.

Three datasets – which are described in detail in Section 1.3 – are employed for the
evaluation. The first of which is an ancient manuscript from the 11th century which in-
corporates challenges with respect to the state of the manuscript concerning degradation,
the layout, and the writing style. The second dataset consists of a medieval manuscript
with strict layout rules but plain initials which are not embellished. The third dataset
is a medieval manuscript having a two-column layout and initials consisting mainly of
long single strokes and touching text regions. The evaluation of the method on these
three datasets was published in [53].

Section 5.1 will describe the experimental settings; the statistical methods applied
to evaluate the method are explained in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 will give results of
the method applied to the Psalter dataset, and the subsequent sections will provide the
results for the medieval manuscripts.

5.1 Experiments Overview
The method introduced in this thesis is evaluated on a random sample of 100 pages of
each manuscript. However, a uniform distribution of samples over the entire manuscript
is intended since the writing style, the layout and the style of the embellishments may
change in the course of the manuscript. This is due to the mere fact that copying a
manuscript took a certain amount of time and handwriting is subject to variability as
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Figure 5.1: Image patch of the training set overlaid with interest points overlapping with the
image border.

well as different scribes may have written on the same manuscript (see Section 1.3 for
detailed information about ancient manuscripts).

Thus, the pages selected as test set have variations in layout (e.g. margin of the text
body to the page border, number of text lines, space between two text lines), scripts,
writing styles, and writing instruments. Character sizes within pages and between pages
may vary. In case of these manuscripts having a stricter layout (Section 5.4 and Sec-
tion 5.5), variations in writing style, in the style of the initials, and the number of text
lines are occurring.

Having chosen a supervised learning based classifier, the training set for each manu-
script consists of image patches containing one entity in case of initials, a whole heading
or a certain amount of text lines and background. The number of entities is different
for the particular datasets and will be given in the respective sections. Each image
patch has its class label assigned. They were manually extracted from the respective
manuscripts. Due to the spatial proximity of the entities to each other, it was necessary
to crop the image patches with a narrow margin. Thus, interest points overlapping with
the border of the image patch do not incorporate information of the region outside the
image patch, and thus, the descriptor characterizes a region smaller than the spatial
extend of the interest point. However, it is presumed that the regions outside the image
patch border are not relevant to the description of the layout entity, as the might just
contain background information.

Figure 5.1 gives an example of an image patch of the training set overlaid with
representations of interest points. The locations of the interest points are given with
white squares and their spatial extend by corresponding circles. These interest points
which overlap with the image border are highlighted in black.

The evaluation of the method is done at pixel level, i.e. each pixel of a manuscript
page in the test set has a class label. The ground truth was manually tagged by brushing
the respective regions with gray values corresponding to their class indices. Since a
binarization of the manuscript is not the aim of a gray-level based method, it was not
intended to generate a ground truth that exactly follows the strokes of the characters as
it would be necessary for the evaluation for a binarization-based OCR system. The goal
is rather the determination of regions of interest and thus, a margin between the entities
and the border of the ground truth is created. Text regions are merged to regions rather
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than lines if the space between two text lines does not exceed the height of a text line.
An example for ground truth overlaid on an image patch of the test set is provided in
Figure 5.2.

Furthermore, an exact determination of the borders of a character in degraded an-
cient manuscript is actually impossible since borders can be ambiguous due to vari-
ous reasons e.g. regions having low contrast, faint ink, strokes petering out rather than
having a determined end, or stains and damages of the writing support overlaying the
character.

Smith [127] shows that the manual ground truth generation for characters in hand-
written documents is subject to variability. Furthermore, ground truth that is obtained
manually, is subjective and prone to error and variability, even if just one person gener-
ates the ground truth, since the judgment of a person may change over the generation of
ground truth for multiple images.

Since layout entities frequently touch each other or overlap, a determination of the
class is not possible for the pixels in these regions. Thus, the evaluation of the localiza-
tion is not carried out at positions having overlapping class labels. Therefore, a 20 px
margin is added to the blobs in each ground truth image (having a mean resolution of
2850 × 3150). This technique is motivated by two considerations: On the one hand,
manually tagged ground truth is tainted with noise as described before. This noise oc-
curs especially in border regions of overlapping classes. On the other hand – depending
on the data – the classes may have fuzzy or overlapping region borders which render
exact ground truth segmentation impossible.

Figure 5.2 gives an example of an image patch of the test set overlaid with the
marginized ground truth. The class of decorative entities is denoted by green color, the
text class by blue. In the area where the margin affects the ground truth – denoted in
orange –, the original class boundaries are denoted by dashed lines.

There are two groups of evaluations given for each manuscript. First, the perfor-
mance of the entire method is given, which means the final score maps are evaluated
at pixel level. Second, the SIFT descriptors are evaluated based on the location of their
interest points in the manuscript image. Not the scale – and thus, the spatial extend – of
the interest point is taken as measurement, but the mere position of the interest points
leading to a correct classification if the interest points location is within a region having
the same class label as the interest point. Interest points within the intra-line space of
two consecutive text lines are supposed to belong to the class of main body text since
the ground truth is generated for regions of interest as described before.
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Areas on the boundaries of the two classes touching a�ected by the margin  
Decorative entities - evaluation area
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Original ground truthed class boundaries 

Figure 5.2: Image patch of the test set overlaid the marginized ground truth.

5.2 Statistical Methods
The performance measure employed for the evaluation of the method is precision and
recall [136], a standard measure for evaluating the accuracy. These measurements are
based on following values:

True Positives (tp) pixels or interest points which are correctly classified, i.e. they cor-
respond to the ground truth

False Positives (fp) or Type I error, pixels or interest points are located within a region
of interest in the ground truth but have a non-corresponding class label – in statis-
tical terms it means a statistical test rejects a true null hypothesis (correct class in
the ground truth)

False Negatives (fn) or Type II error, pixels or interest points which are not detected by
the method but in the ground truth their location is labeled to be one of the classes
– in statistical terms it means the test fails to reject a false null hypothesis (not the
correct class in the ground truth)
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Precision and recall are computed of these values as given in Equation 5.1:

p =
tp

tp+ fp
, r =

tp

tp+ fn
(5.1)

where r is the recall and p is the precision.

Hence, the precision specifies the proportion of correctly classified pixels/interest
points to all pixels/interest points labeled as belonging to a class in the ground truth. The
recall indicates the proportion of correctly classified pixels/interest points to the total
number of pixels/interest points actually belonging to the respective class. The aim of a
classification task is to maximize both, precision and recall. Thus, a weighted average
between precision p and recall r – the F-score – is employed to give a measurement of
the method’s performance:

Fβ =
(1 + β2)p · r
β2p+ r

(5.2)

with β being a weighting parameter that either increases the weight of the precision or
the recall. For β = 0.5, the precision is weighted twice as much as the recall. This value
depends upon the specific classification task. The parameter β is chosen to be 0.5 for
the evaluations in this thesis since the importance of correct results retrieved is greater
than to detect all members.

As regards the evaluation of interest points, not all of the interest points need to
belong to the correct class since the method is robust to a certain amount of misclassi-
fications owing to the localization algorithm introduced. Misclassifications occur when
entities of different classes have structures which are similar at a certain level, e.g. large-
scale structures of an initial may have similarities with structures of a character of the
main body text at a smaller scale. Since mis-classified interest points are rejected during
the localization algorithm, the correctly classified interest points have more importance
than having all of the interest points voting for the correct class.

In case of the pixel-level evaluation, where the result of the localization algorithm
– the score maps – is evaluated for each pixel, the same rule applies since entities not
found generally are plain initials which are part of the text or within the left margin of the
text but have similar structures as the main body text and parts of headings. There exist
plain initials within the text body which cannot be distinguished from the main body
text based on their local structures but just because of a space before the character that
is longer than usual or special punctuation right before the character. Plain initials within
the left margin of the text body, having similar characteristics as the main body text can
later be detected applying a method that exploits spatial relationships between entities.
Parts of headings may be classified as main body text if their structural similarity is
high, however, since headings are not detected within the main body text class, and the
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fact that headings usually cover a whole line, the headings can be extended using that
knowledge in a further step.

5.3 Psalter
The training set of the Psalter consists of image patches of the respective classes, where
initials and headings build one class and main body text represents the second class.
Image patches containing 18 embellished initials, 30 plain initials and 30 headings for
the class of decorative entities, and 60 lines of main body text are taken as training
samples for the classifier. Please note that the set of decorative entities – especially
the set of embellished initials – does not cover the entire range and variety of these
entities occurring in the manuscript. Thus the classification of the decorative elements
completely relies on the similarity of their local structures. The same applies to the
small initials, where the detection of the elements mainly depends on the angularity of
the characters as well as on the length of the individual strokes of the characters.

Table 5.1, Table 5.3, and Table 5.4 give the results of the empirical evaluation of the
method proposed in this thesis for the Psalter dataset. F-score, precision and recall are
used as measure metrics to indicate the method’s performance.

5.3.1 Final results
In Table 5.1, the results of the evaluation of the method introduced in this thesis are
given. The final result after detecting interest points, extracting and classifying descrip-
tors and applying the localization algorithm is a segmentation into regions of interest
which are pixel-wise assessed based on the ground truth for each of the images in the
test set.

For the interpretation of the results in Table 5.1 it has to be considered that the ratio
between main body text and decorative entities is approximately 9.2 : 1 on pixel level.
Hence, the performance of the detection and localization of main body text has a higher
influence on the entire classification result than the performance for the decorative entity
class (compare Table 5.1 a-c).

Table 5.1 b,c) gives the results for the respective classes. The results for the deco-
rative entities are not as promising as those for the main body text. When evaluating
the results visually, the reasons for this are multiple. For headings and plain initials, the
difference to regular text is partly only the size and the angularity of the shapes as not
all characters are written outlined. Even for humans who are no experts in the Glagolitic
language, the differentiation between main body text on the one hand and plain initials
or headings on the other hand is a non-trivial task. A detailed analysis will be given
later in this section.
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Table 5.1: Psalter – result: precision, recall and F-score for the evaluation of the score maps at
pixel-level.

Precision Recall F-score

a) All classes 0.924 0.873 0.914

b) Main body text 0.939 0.899 0.930

c) Decorative entities 0.667 0.513 0.629

a) Main body text
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Figure 5.3: Localization evaluation per image.

Figure 5.3 shows the variance in the results per image. On the left, precision, recall
and F-score are given for the text class, and on the right for the class of decorative
entities. In general, the variance in the results is less for text than for the other class.
The outliers are the first or last pages of the Psalter. The condition of these pages is
worse than for pages in the center of the document and the scribe used different writing
tools and had a different writing style for these pages.

Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 show eight example results having different layouts, writ-
ing styles, decorative entities and degrees of faint ink. The pages were taken from one
of the first to one of the last pages to additionally give an impression about possible
variation in the course of the manuscript. The ground truth is given as gray blobs over-
laying the image, where light gray denotes text areas and dark gray indicates decorative
entities. Table 5.2 gives the F-scores, precision and recall for each folio shown in both
figures.

Figure 5.6 gives exemplary results for the decorative entities as headings (a-e), em-
bellished initials (a,l-a) and plain initials (f-k,n-o,q). The names of the entities are ab-
breviated to H for Heading, PI for Plain Initial and EI for Embellished Initial. If an
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Folio 43vFolio 17v

Folio 5v Folio 10v

Figure 5.4: Psalter – Exemplary results for entire pages. The ground truth is denoted by gray
blobs where light gray indicates the main body text class and dark gray stands for
the decorative entities. Detected areas are surrounded by either green (decorative
entities) or blue (text) contours.
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Folio 92vFolio 68r

Folio 141vFolio 121r

Figure 5.5: Psalter – Exemplary results for entire pages. The ground truth is denoted by gray
blobs where light gray indicates the main body text class and dark gray stands for
the decorative entities. Detected areas are surrounded by either green (decorative
entities) or blue (text) contours.
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Table 5.2: Psalter – result: precision, recall and F-score for the evaluation of the score maps at
pixel-level for the folia given in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5.

Main body text Decorative Entities
Precision Recall F-score Precision Recall F-score

5v 0.870 0.884 0.873 0.751 0.477 0.674

10v 0.857 0.959 0.878 0.962 0.415 0.761

17v 0.998 0.951 0.988 0.976 0.578 0.858

43v 0.986 0.931 0.974 0.982 0.629 0.883

68r 0.884 0.966 0.899 1 0.237 0.608

92v 0.989 0.891 0.968 0.529 0.436 0.507

121r 0.993 0.932 0.980 0.786 0.552 0.725

141v 0.984 0.755 0.928 0.355 0.098 0.232

image patch contains more than one entity of each type, the number of entities is given,
and in case of headings, the number of lines.

Structural Information First, the embellished initials are detected and localized well
if sufficient structural detail is present. Long single strokes are not detected well by
DOG and SIFT, since edges do not provide reliable interest points [93]. Hence, at
these strokes, the density of interest points is low and therefore, a reliable localization
cannot be achieved either (see Figure 5.6 p,q) and left part of the embellished initial in
Figure 5.6 o)).

Furthermore, plain initials placed in the margin of the page being smaller than an
average regular character are either not covered by the marker points or do not produce
sufficient interest points to be considered as an initial. For an example refer to Figure 5.6
f), first row in the left margin; there is a plain initial that is not detected.

Faint ink causes difficulties in the detection of characters or character parts, such as
the upper part of the embellished initial in Figure 5.6 l) or the plain initial in the top
left corner of Figure 5.6 j), where parts of the character are vanished. The remaining
segments are small and they look similar to the characteristics of the main body text.
For a human observer, it is easy to recognize the character since the vanishing lines of
the initial are completed by human vision, which extends the visible parts of a line such
that it fills in the missing part of the line. However, lacking this information introduced
by the human vision and observing the existing structures, it becomes clear that the
remaining parts of the character are so small that they are rejected in one of the filtering
steps in the localization algorithm.
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a) H (Cyrillic), EI b) H, 3 lines

i) 5 PI j) 3 PI k) 4 PI l) EI m) EI

H Heading
PI Plain initial
EI Embellished initial

n) EI, PI o) EI, PI p) EI q) EI, PI

d) H (Cyrillic)c) H, 4 lines

f ) 2 PI g) PI h) PIe) H, 2 lines

19v 35v

32r56v

38r 35v 19v 19v

56v17r56v115r

32r 38r 43v 115r

115r

Figure 5.6: Psalter – Exemplary results for decorative entities. Detected decorative entities are
surrounded by black contours.
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Discriminability A second issue relates to plain initials and headings having features
not discriminative from the main body text. This concerns entities having a prevailing
number of character segments characteristic for main body text, such as round, compact
shapes. Hence, even for humans who are no experts in the Glagolitic language, the
differentiation between main body text on the one hand and plain initials or headings on
the other hand is a non-trivial task. In Figure 5.6 b,c,e), headings with certain characters
having similar characteristics like the main body text are shown.

Similar to headings, initial characters are – depending on the scribe – similar to the
main body text and are identified as initials by characteristics such as punctuation or
long spaces before the initial. Examples are the fourth character from the right side in
the first row of Figure 5.6 i), the second character from the right side in the forth row
of Figure 5.6 k) or the first character in the fifth row of Figure 5.6 n). A second reason
concerns the proximity of another class is given below.

The Cyrillic characters are detected reliably by the method since their structural
characteristics are discriminative when compared to Glagolitic letters (see Figure 5.6
a,d).

Touching and Super-Imposing Entities The third point concerns plain initial em-
bedded in the main body text, since they are single initials surrounded by another class.
Additionally to the discriminability, the reliable detection and localization are more
difficult when compared with isolated initials surrounded with background, since sur-
rounding interest points may have a higher classification score and overlap the initial.
Thus, if the characteristics of the initial are not discriminative, the character is assigned
to the text class. In these cases, the determination of these entities needs to be based
on other characteristics such as a larger space before the initial or a colon at the end of
previous sentence (see Figure 5.4, Figure 5.5). These characteristics cannot be exploited
by the proposed method.

Additionally, class boundaries cannot always be determined unequivocally as re-
gions are overlapping or collide. Hence, if the distance between an embellished initial
and the main body text is smaller than distances occurring between internal segments
of an initial, e.g. outlines or hatches, the features of both classes are included in the de-
scriptors of this area and thus, are ambiguous. Entities abundantly embellished produce
more interest points than plain entities. Due to the localization algorithm, that spatially
weights the classification scores of interest points, abundantly embellished entities have
a higher weight and thus, may superimpose the other class in boundary regions, see
Figure 5.6 n-o).
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Table 5.3: Psalter – Main body text: precision, recall and F-score for the interest points.

Precision Recall F-score

a) First set of interest points (Section 4.2) 0.959 0.646 0.875

b) Voted points (Section 4.3.1) 0.961 0.637 0.873

c) Marker points (Section 4.3.2) 0.962 0.941 0.958

d) Merged interest points (Section 4.3.3) 0.966 0.896 0.951

e) Final set of interest points (Section 4.3.4) 0.964 0.962 0.964

5.3.2 Localization
This section gives an overview of the steps of the localization algorithm where interest
points are voted. Table 5.3 and 5.4 provide the results of the respective steps in the
localization algorithm. The first table summarizes the evaluation of the class of main
body text; the second table shows the evaluation for the decorative entities.

The precision of the initial set of interest points for the class of main body text is
high, which means that there are few interest points misclassified as belonging to the
text class. The recall however, which represents the fraction of interest points detected
to those which should have been detected, is low. This expresses that a high number
of interest points in the text regions have been assigned to the decorative entity class
despite belonging to the main body text. Increasing the precision is done by reducing
the fp, and hence, reducing interest points misclassified as belonging to the text class by
rejecting these interest points from the class of decorative entities.

The voting step does not have a major impact on the evaluation of the location of
interest points since the classification score of the interest points is subject to this step
and thus, the impact of this step cannot immediately be traced back in this evaluation.

The selection of marker points shows that the amount of interest points voting for
the other class is reduced, however, adding the remaining interest points overlapping
with the marker points, again adds interest points belonging to the decorative entity
class. This happens due to touching and superimposing entities or initials within the
text body which are outvoted by the interest points assigned to the class of main body
text. The subsequent filtering mechanisms, however, reduce the amount of misdetected
text regions.

Similar to the evaluation of the main body text, Table 5.4 assesses the locations of
the interest points assigned to the class of decorative entities by the classifier. While
the precision is low, i.e. the number of interest points located in the text body falsely
detected as structures of decorative entities is high, the recall is far higher. The marker
points, however, are much more reliable indicators for actual decorative entities. Having
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Table 5.4: Psalter – Decorative entities: precision, recall and F-score for the interest points.

Precision Recall F-score

a) First set of interest points (Section 4.2) 0.177 0.735 0.208

b) Voted points (Section 4.3.1) 0.168 0.742 0.198

c) Marker points (Section 4.3.2) 0.636 0.719 0.619

d) Merged interest points (Section 4.3.3) 0.506 0.772 0.543

e) Final set of interest points (Section 4.3.4) 0.713 0.727 0.715

merged with the remaining interest points and having applied the filtering steps to get
the final set of interest points for the localization of decorative entities on the pixel level,
the final F-score for the class of decorative entities is improved from 0.208 to 0.715.

5.4 Cod. 635
For the training of the learning algorithm, 43 initials and 355 lines of text have been
extracted from the manuscript images. This manuscript does not contain headings or
different kinds of initials. As described in Section 1.3.2, the initials of this dataset
are not richly embellished such as those of the Psalter, i.e. not consisting of as much
structure, producing less local minima and maxima and hence, less interest points.

Table 5.5, Table 5.7, and Table 5.8 give the results of the empirical evaluation of
the method proposed for the Cod. 635 dataset. F-score, precision and recall are used as
measure metrics to indicate the method’s performance.

5.4.1 Final results
In Table 5.5, the results of the pixel-level evaluation of the method for Cod. 635 is
provided. For the interpretation of the results in Table 5.5, please note that 92.2% of
the classified pixels belong to the text class. The table shows that the method performs
better on this dataset than on the Psalter. However, as described in Section 1.3.2, this
manuscript is not as degraded as the Psalter and has a stricter layout.

In Table 5.5 b,c), the results for the respective classes are given. The segmentation
performance for the class of decorative entities is not as good as for the text class since
the initials in the manuscript lack local structures.

In Figure 5.7, the variance in the performance of the method on the pages of Cod.
635 are shown per class. The variance is higher for the decorative entities than for the
text class.
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Table 5.5: Cod. 635 – Score maps: precision, recall and F-score for the evaluation of the score
maps at pixel-level.

Precision Recall F-score

a) All classes 0.969 0.984 0.972

b) Main body text 0.974 0.995 0.978

c) Decorative entities 0.765 0.6343 0.735
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a) Main body text b) Decorative entities

Figure 5.7: Localization evaluation per image.

Figure 5.8 gives four example pages of Cod. 635 overlaid with the ground truth. As
can be seen, the proximity of the entities affects the segmentation. The text produces
a higher number of interest points than the initial – especially in case of initials rep-
resenting a character such as a I or J – because it has more structures producing local
minimas and maximas on different scales. The initials, however, produce a low number
of interest points along the edge of the character. Thus, the classification performance is
low for decorative entities located close to the text body (see Figure 5.8)Table 5.6 gives
the F-scores, precision and recall for the folia shown in both figures.

Owing to the uniformity of the main body text’s appearance, the contrast of the
writing to the background and absence of degradation and staining – such as present
in the Psalter –, the segmentation of the text region performs well with an F-score of
0.978 over the whole training set. The contours of the detected text regions follow the
ground truth closely in absence of initials. In regions, where initials and main body text
are adjacent, the boundary does not separate the two classes perfectly in all cases.

In Figure 5.8, Folio 40v, the initial on the bottom of the page touches the characters
of the text, the same is true for the initials in Folio 98v. Thus, the interest points on the
edge of the initial are ambiguous since approximately half of their region votes for the
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Folio 11r Folio 40v

Folio 60v Folio 98v

Figure 5.8: Cod. 635 – Exemplary results for entire pages. The ground truth is denoted by gray
blobs where light gray indicates the main body text class and dark gray stands for
the decorative entities. Detected areas are surrounded by either green (decorative
entities) or blue (text) contours.
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Table 5.6: Cod. 635 – result: precision, recall and F-score for the evaluation of the score maps
at pixel-level for the folia given in Figure 5.8.

Main body text Decorative Entities
Precision Recall F-score Precision Recall F-score

11r 0.985 0.993 0.989 0.726 0.854 0.785

40v 0.977 0.990 0.983 0.724 0.720 0.722

60v 0.975 0.992 0.984 0.727 0.737 0.732

98v 0.969 0.991 0.980 0.607 0.456 0.521

class of main body text. Therefore, the segmentation includes parts of the initial and a
detection of the entire initial renders impossible due to the missing right edge. In Folia
11r and 60v, however, the segmentation is successful for the major part of the initial.
Yet, the upper segment, which is touching the text area, is assigned to the text class in
both cases.

Especially thin strokes such as the horizontal strokes of initials tend to produce an
insufficient number of initials to reliably detect these areas (e.g. compare the initials B
and H in Folio 40v, or both initials in Folio 60v).

5.4.2 Localization
This section gives the evaluation of the localization algorithm for interest points on
Cod. 635 manuscript. Table 5.7 and 5.8 give an overview of the performance of the
respective step of the localization algorithm. The first table summarizes the performance
for the class of main body text, while the second table gives the evaluation results for
the decorative entities.

For the class of main body text, the initial set of interest points is accurate. Few
interest points are misclassified in the text body (precision) and even less interest points
are wrongly classified to the class of decorative entities. Thus, the localization algorithm
has no major influence on the performance.

Contrary to the class of main body text, the localization algorithm improves the
result for the interest points of the class of decorative entities. Concerning the recall, the
selection of marker points is a crucial task. Interest points falsely classified as structures
of decorative entities are rejected in the final filtering operation after merging the interest
points. Applying this, the precision is improved from initially 0.742 to a final precision
of 0.951.
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Table 5.7: Cod. 635 – Main body text: precision, recall and F-score for the interest points.

Precision Recall F-score

a) First set of interest points (Section 4.2) 0.992 0.997 0.993

b) Voted points (Section 4.3.1) 0.992 0.997 0.993

c) Marker points (Section 4.3.2) 0.994 0.992 0.993

d) Merged interest points (Section 4.3.3) 0.994 0.995 0.994

e) Final set of interest points (Section 4.3.4) 0.994 0.999 0.995

Table 5.8: Cod. 635 – Decorative entities: precision, recall and F-score for the interest points.

Precision Recall F-score

a) First set of interest points (Section 4.2) 0.742 0.563 0.697

b) Voted points (Section 4.3.1) 0.752 0.560 0.704

c) Marker points (Section 4.3.2) 0.741 0.785 0.749

d) Merged interest points (Section 4.3.3) 0.741 0.678 0.727

e) Final set of interest points (Section 4.3.4) 0.951 0.686 0.883

5.5 Cod. 681
The training set for Cod. 681 consists of 41 initials for the decorative entity class and
584 lines of text in two columns for the class of main body text. Table 5.9, Table 5.11,
and Table 5.12 provide an analysis the performance of the method on this manuscript in
terms of precision, recall and F-score.

Compared to the other two manuscripts, Cod. 681 is different as regards writing
support and layout. The Psalter and Cod. 635 are inscribed on parchment, whereas the
writing support of Cod. 681 is paper, despite being from the same century as Cod. 635.
The previous two manuscripts have single column layouts, and Cod. 681 is written in a
two column-layout and has layout rules strictly complied with.

5.5.1 Final results
Table 5.9 provides the evaluation of the final result of the method for Cod. 681 on the
pixel level. For the interpretation, it has to be considered that 99% of the classified
pixels belong to the class of main body text. This is due to the size of the initials as well
as due to the fact that not each of the pages in the test set contains initials.
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Table 5.9: Cod. 681 – Score maps: precision, recall and F-score for the evaluation of the score
maps at pixel-level.

Precision Recall F-score

a) All classes 0.974 0.977 0.975

b) Main body text 0.979 0.981 0.979

c) Decorative entities 0.712 0.566 0.677
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a) Main body text b) Decorative entities

Figure 5.9: Localization evaluation per image.

Analogous to Cod. 635, the method performs better on this manuscript than on the
Psalter, due to the same reasons: stricter layout with a regular and uniform appearance
of the text body. Similar to the other manuscripts, the classification performance is not
as promising for the decorative entities as for the main body text. The initials of this
manuscript do not provide as much structures as the those of the Psalter.

Figure 5.9 shows the variance in the performance of the method on the pages of
Cod. 681 per class. Similar to the two other manuscripts, the variance is higher for the
decorative entities than for the class of main body text. The variance in the precision for
the class of decorative entities is not as high as in the recall.

In Figure 5.10, four exemplary results for the Cod. 681 dataset are provided. The
manuscript images are overlaid with the ground truth which is denoted by gray blobs.
The detection of text areas and the further segmentation of the text regions into two
columns follows the contours in the ground truth. Annotations such as in Folio 66v and
120v are not entirely detected. The script is different to the one in the main body text
and the training set did not contain samples of this script.
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Table 5.10: Cod. 681 – result: precision, recall and F-score for the evaluation of the score maps
at pixel-level for the folia given in Figure 5.10.

Main body text Decorative Entities
Precision Recall F-score Precision Recall F-score

14v 0.974 0.989 0.981 0.551 0.307 0.394

49r 0.977 0.984 0.981 0.650 0.724 0.685

66v 0.983 0.974 0.979 0.625 0.756 0.684

120v 0.983 0.974 0.978 0.672 0.853 0.752

Despite different contrast levels owing to the color of the text (e.g. compare Folio
14v and 49v) – written with either black or red ink –, the performance of the approach
does not decrease.

The detection of initials faces problems if the initial is touching letters of the main
body text since the interest points located at the edge touching the text regions describe
text regions too. The same problem is reported for Cod. 635 in Section 5.4.1

Tapering stroke endings such as the upper stroke of the initial Q in Folio 49 or
the horizontal stroke endings of the I in Folio 49r and 66v do not generate sufficient
interest points to be detected reliably. The local structure of the letter W used as initial
is apparently similar to the structures of the main body text. Thus, a major part of the
initial is assigned to the class of main body text in Folio 14v.

Table 5.10 gives the performance of each of the example pages in Figure 5.10. Pre-
cision, recall and F-score are given for the class of main body text and for the class of
decorative entities.

5.5.2 Localization
The performance of the interest points detected by the DOG algorithm and their class
assignment according to the features extracted at their positions is evaluated in this
section.

In Table 5.11 and 5.12, the evaluation results for each step of the localization algo-
rithm is given. The first table summarizes the performance for the class of main body
text, while the second table gives the evaluation results for the decorative entities.

Owing to the uniform appearance of the main body text, the performance of the
initial set of interest points is high and thus, the localization algorithm is not effective
on these interest points.
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Folio 14v Folio 49r

Folio 66v Folio 120v

Figure 5.10: Cod. 681 – Exemplary results for entire pages. The ground truth is denoted by
gray blobs where light gray indicates the main body text class and dark gray stands
for the decorative entities. Detected areas are surrounded by either green (decora-
tive entities) or blue (text) contours.
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Table 5.11: Cod. 681 – Main body text: precision, recall and F-score for the interest points.

Precision Recall F-score

a) First set of interest points (Section 4.2) 0.996 0.995 0.996

b) Voted points (Section 4.3.1) 0.996 0.995 0.996

c) Marker points (Section 4.3.2) 0.995 0.981 0.992

d) Merged interest points (Section 4.3.3) 0.996 0.992 0.995

e) Final set of interest points (Section 4.3.4) 0.996 1 0.997

Table 5.12: Cod. 681 – Decorative entities: precision, recall and F-score for the interest points.

Precision Recall F-score

a) First set of interest points (Section 4.2) 0.392 0.457 0.403

b) Voted points (Section 4.3.1) 0.392 0.457 0.403

c) Marker points (Section 4.3.2) 0.391 0.696 0.428

d) Merged interest points (Section 4.3.3) 0.391 0.560 0.416

e) Final set of interest points (Section 4.3.4) 0.934 0.575 0.830

However, for the class of decorative entities, the localization algorithm provides a
considerable increase of performance from initials 0.403 to 0.830. The localization algo-
rithm is most effective in rejecting fp, i.e. interest points mis-assigned to the decorative
entities by the classifier. In terms of precision, the most crucial step of the algorithm
is the filtering operation after merging the interest points to obtain the final set, where
unreliable candidate regions for decorative entities are rejected.

5.6 Summary
In this chapter, the evaluation of the method introduced in this thesis was given. The
method is evaluated based on manually annotated real world data, namely three ancient
manuscripts from different periods of time. The manuscripts differ in degradation state –
with one manuscript being more degraded than the other ones – the writing support, the
layout, the degree of compliance of the layout rules, the script and the intra-manuscript
variance in the writing style and script, the decoration of embellishments such as initials.

First, an overview of the experiments conducted in course of the evaluation was
given. The evaluation of each manuscript was based on a test set of 100 pages of each
manuscript which were randomly selected. The training set and the extraction process
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were described. The test set was manually annotated with ground truth. Since this pro-
cess is prone to errors, a method to reduce effects of varying judgments of the person
who tagged the ground truth and noise in border regions of overlapping classes is de-
scribed. The method was evaluated at different steps of each algorithm, where a special
focus was laid on the localization algorithm applied to interest points.

Then, the statistical measures employed to indicate the performance of the method
on each manuscript, was described. The metrics used were precision, recall and F0.5-
score.

Subsequently, the results were given for each of the manuscripts. First, the final
segmentation result was assessed, then the localization algorithm on the interest points.
For each manuscript, sample results were shown and analyzed.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusion

In this thesis, a layout analysis approach for ancient manuscripts is introduced that ex-
ploits structural similarities of layout entities using local features. The term layout entity
is referred to written or embellished objects in a manuscript or printed document, such
as an initial, the main body text, a heading, or a drawing. SIFT descriptors known from
the field of object recognition are employed to describe segments of layout entities in a
scale-, rotation- and illumination invariant manner.

In contrast to the majority of the state-of-the-art methods for layout analysis of his-
torical documents, which require a binarization step prior to the actual analysis, the
method introduced does not need any pre-processing of the document images but is di-
rectly applied to gray-scale images. Binarization pre-processing as used in traditional
document layout analysis produces errors since background clutter and noise are ad-
ditionally segmented to the foreground. This especially applies to document images
having a low dynamic range, which is the case if the ink is faded-out or the paper is
stained and, therefore, the contrast between characters and background diminish.

Contrary to modern machine-printed documents, ancient manuscripts require algo-
rithms to be robust with respect to background artefacts such as clutter, stains and noise.
Ancient handwritten documents do not have as strict layouts rules as modern machine-
printed documents. Thus, a layout analysis method needs to be invariant to layout in-
consistencies, irregularities in script and writing style, skew, fluctuating text lines, and
variable shapes of decorative entities. Furthermore, robustness to low contrast, e.g. in
case of faint ink, stains and rippled pages is required.

Owing to the use of local features, the method introduced is independent of the
physical and logical layout of a manuscript, i.e. it does not rely on a physical layout
model, such as constraints of potential locations of layout entities or spatial relation-
ships between them. In one of the datasets, for example, headings are accompanied
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by embellished initials, where the heading is located top and right of the embellished
initial. Another example is the location of plain initials – usually they are located in the
left margin of the text, however, there are occurrences in the text, indicated by spaces
left of the initial.

Three manuscripts dating from different centuries and having different geographical
origins are regarded: the Cod. Sin. Slav. 3N from the 11th century, found on Mt. Sinai in
1975, written in Glagolitic script, the oldest known Slavonic script; the Codex Claustro-
neoburgensis 635, a manuscript written in Gothic script in Latin language originating
from the 14th century; and finally, the Codex Claustroneoburgensis 681 dating from the
end of the 14th century, containing text in Latin and German in a different Gothic script.

In the approach proposed, the detection of layout entities is based on intra-class
similarities; e.g. in case of main body text, compact, rounded shapes are such structural
similarities to exploit. Based on their characteristics, two classes are built: the main
body text and layout entities having a decorative meaning such as initials and headings.
In order to classify the local descriptors, a SVM with RBF kernel is used as supervised
classifier. Since the whole entity cannot directly be inferred from the mere positions of
the interest points, a localization algorithm is needed that expands the interest points ac-
cording to their scales and the classification score to regions that encapsulate the whole
entity. Hence, a cascading algorithm based on reliable interest points is proposed that
successively rejects weak candidates applying voting schemes. Then, a score map is
established based on the scales of the interest points and the classification score of the
classifier. The score map finally allows for a class decision for each pixel of the docu-
ment image.

The three manuscripts regarded are different in terms of layout rules, degree of em-
bellishments for decorative entities, degree of degradation, writing support and espe-
cially the script. However, the method does not need any parameter tuning except for
minor optimizations such as the threshold for detecting interest points (Section 3.1.4)
for the different manuscripts.

The approach was shown to be able to adapt to different scripts. Experiments on
the Psalter dataset demonstrated the method’s performance in presence of noise, back-
ground clutter and faint ink. Experiments on all datasets proofed that the system is
capable to distinguish different scripts based on character segments and is independet
of the actual script. The evaluation is based on manually annotated ground truth and is
set up such that errors introduced by the classification and by the different steps of the
localization algorithm are provided separately.
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6.1 Disadvantages
When regarding modern printed documents, where the discriminating characteristic be-
tween the regular text and the decorative entities – such as headings – is the size of the
characters, the method fails since the employed feature system is invariant to the scale.
Thus, if the approach is applied to a machine-printed document whose main body text is
of the same typeface as the headings, the detection of headings is unfeasible. However,
the localization algorithm can be altered such that the scale is the discriminating feature
between headings and main body text. Thus, if the document solely contains headings
and main body text, the classification step could be omitted and the segmentation is
based on interest points rather than descriptors calculated at their positions.

Due to their definition, local features have the potential drawback that they lack in-
formation about the context. The smaller the spatial extend of the interest point, the less
information is contained. Spatial relationships, however, can be exploited in document
layout analysis since layout rules can be incorporated in an analysis system. Examples
for such relationships in the Psalter dataset are long spaces or specific interpunctations
before plain initials in the text; headings are located above and right of embellished
initials.

The cascading localization algorithm described in Section 4.3 rejects layout entity
canditates if they are too small to be a valid character of the respective class or the num-
ber of interest points voting for the entity is too small. Hence, single characters such as
plain initials in the margin of the text of the Psalter dataset which are not richly embel-
lished, produce an insufficient number of interest points and are rejected even though
they are voting for the same class. Here is a trade-off between rejecting misclassified
segments of a characters which are characteristic for the other class and keeping isolated
prosaic entities.

6.2 Benefits
The proposed approach does not rely on a binarization step but it is directly applied to
the gray scale image. Errors introduced by binarization and loss of information content
due to reduction to binary information is omitted. Thus, the information content is richer
than for bi-level images. Since ancient manuscript are prone to noise and degradation
due to their age, binarization is likely to introduce errors. Furthermore, the dynamic
range of ancient manuscripts is low due to faint ink and detoriations. Non-binarization
based methods are capable of extracting information of low contrast regions.

Employing gradient-based features, local contrasts are exploited – depending on
the sensivity chosen (threshold) – such that even low dynamic range situations can be
handled. Furthermore, the features employed incorporate robustness with respect to
illumination changes.
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Owing to the features and the machine learning approach chosen for classification,
the propsed approach is robust to variations in the shape of characters, i.e. the personal
writing style of a scribe. However, the method is discriminative enough to distinguish
between different scripts and distinct writing styles.

The use of local features averagely having the scale of a character (the scales range
from character segments to parts of text lines, or parts of embellished initials respec-
tively, which cover more than one text line in height) renders the approach independent
to the actual layout of the manuscript.

Information about the localtions and spatial relationships is not required. Thus, the
method is suitable for ancient manuscripts which are subject to variations in layout and
loose layout rules. Fluctuating text lines and skewed text blocks do not influence the
features due to rotation invariation. Thus, the method is additionally independent of the
writing direction of the manuscript.

In summary, the method proposed is suitable for ancient handwritten documents
with variations in layout, writing style and being degraded. The evaluations show that
in case of decorative entities such as initials and headings, the detection and localization
still poses challenges. For the main body, however, the identification works well.

6.3 Future Work
Future work includes improvements of the localization algorithm for decorative entities
by reducing the number of undetected elements.

Additionally, identifying the actual object class of a decorative entity – since all
decorative entities are considered as one class in the method proposed – is an issue.
Thus, a distinction between decorative initials, small initials and headings has to be
accomplished. Hereby, spatial relationships such as the fact that headings are located
above and right of an embellished initial, initials embedded in the body text are indicated
by punctuation or large blank spaces before the initial, or single characters outside the
main body text are plain initials despite the fact that their local characteristics are similar
to the main body text.

Furthermore, a text line extraction method needs to be applied in order to determine
the actual lines of text within the text regions. Employing interest points to extract local
features, these interest points can be exploited in order to segment the text lines, since
interest points are mainly detected on and between characters. Thus, text lines can be
identified by following the highest density of interest points as only few interest points
are generated for background areas between the text lines. A possible solution to this
issue is to be published in [55].
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